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I scream, 
you scream, 
we all scream 
for ice cream
An unidentified child with an 
unidentified flavor of Carnation 
ice cream takes a break from 
her treat to wait out an Ice 
cream headache Thursday. The 
University Union Plaza was 
crowded with students who 
waited patiently for the free, 
frozen faro and listened to the 
music of The Hype. Carnation 
Dairies provided the product as 
part of a corporate sponsorship 
experiment belr>g corntucted by 
A^ and the U.U. The give-away 
was organized by agricultural 
student Gary Jennings and ASI 
ar«d the U.U. harKfled the pre 
motlortal aspects of the event. 
Sunny skies and warm weather 
helped make the promotion a 
succeas. ASI anticipated 3,000 
to 4,000 people to take part In 
the end-of-year event.
CVNTIM CAaATANAlMlMS OMy
Initiative raises faculty concern
Ganft could lower salaries
Masy C il Pdly facuhy and profeasioaal su ff sscmben are already 
rrpfaaiim cancam about a November baOot initiative which — if 
appfo**d — may cause pay ciib and affect leaves for vacation and 
illnaM, '  '  -
Paul Oaaa. a Republican known for co-drafttag Proposition l3 for 
the .1971 Oiiirofnia balot. has rabaaitted 971,000 signatures to elec- 
,tion onkMIs to qualify a new initiative, the “ CaUfomia Fair Pay 
AmendaieiH,” for the baBot.
The initiative would amend the California Constitution to limit the
, See IW IIAIIVE, page 1
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it’a dance — from ^ t  
Jaekaon’a iazay etyie to 
square dancing. Find It 
all In the SPOTLIGHT 
entertainment pullout.
Fee hike 
in plan 
to support 
athletics
By Chris Barks
Stitt Writtr
The Task Committee on Fun­
ding for Athletic Scholarships 
recently submitted to President 
Baker a recommendation calling 
for a three-pronged support pro­
gram.
The proposal developed asks 
for money from three sectors of 
the university, said Alfred 
Amaral, executive director of the 
Foundation.
Students would be asked for 
$200,000, via a registration fee 
increase. The Foundation would 
give $150,000 while $100,000 or 
more would be raised through 
off-campus fundraising and 
donations, he said.
“ The task force believed that 
the solution had to be some sort 
of cooperative e ffo rt,’’ said 
Amaral.
Students would have to vote 
on the proposed fee increase, he 
said. The task committee has 
estimated the increase would be 
$4 a quarter per student.
When asked how the scholar­
ship money .¡jyould be divided 
among the various sports. 
Amaral said, “ We didn’t get into 
the program issues. We felt that 
was more of an area for the 
athletics department to cover.’’
The 14-member task force was 
formed by President Baker in 
March at the suggestion of the 
ASI and the Foundation. The 
appointees include members of 
ASI, faculty. Supporters of 
Mustang Athletic Teams and of­
ficials of Cal Poly and the Foun­
dation.
In a memo to the appointees. 
Baker asked the committee to 
develop and analyze possible 
funding methods for the athletic 
See ATHLETICS, pag«9
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One day this week I walked into the Mustang Daily of­
fice, just like I did every day fdf.w hat seems like 
forever. But instead of heading straight for my desk to 
get started on the next day’s issue I took a look around 
me instead.
it was chaos, just like usual. Reporters talked on the 
phone and scrambled for terminals. Editors handed out 
assignments or tried to study for the test they had in 
20 minutes. Someone yelled, “ Is there anyone here 
from classified?” There wasn’t.
Things will never change, I thought.
And 1 stood there and tried to think of what I’d say 
in this farewell editorial. I tried to think of something 
profound 1 could relate to the students of Cal Poly, 
something I could glean from my year as editor.
It would be easy to ramble on about what I’ve learn­
ed: the insights I’ve developed into people’s characters 
as 1 dealt with everyone from irate student government 
officials to the people who print Mustang Daily, or the 
way I’ve le a rn t to listen to people with complaints 
(and some days, it seems like they never stop).
But then I thought how silly it would be to try to put 
that in a few words. What I learned from Mustang 
Daily I put into practice every morning. My successes 
were there for everyone to see, along with my mistakes. 
And let me tell you — you learn fast when your 
mistakes are printed 8,000 times five days a week.
Hopefully the successes outnumbered the mistakes. I 
think they did. So to my staff (and friends) — to Gregg, 
Susan, Dan, Becky, Julia, Tom and Margaret — here’s 
to you. It was worth every minute.
Donald Munro 
Editor
A  Daily farewell
The most difficult struggle as an editorial writer was 
to formulate an opinion on so many issues. It’s dan­
gerous. To form an opinion — a worthwhile opinion — 
it must be an informed opinion. You must know both 
sides of the issue. Some people devote their lives to 
studying an issue and being an outspoken advocate or 
opponent to a single issue, and hopefully they know 
their stuff. I write opinions three times a week, on a 
consensus'of the editorial board. My greatest fear is to 
leave a loophole in my logic — a fear that writers of 
letters to the editor preyed upon. Print them I would. 
And rejoice 1 would to print a critical letter.
Condemning and scoffing was a precarious pastime 
for six months, but condemn and scoff we did, when 
condemning and scoffing was due.
And I liked it.
Working on Mustang Daily has given me the oppor­
tunity to learn things that aren’t easily learned in the 
classroom. It is the lab of all labs and the experience of 
a lifetime. In no other journalism course do students 
have the opportunity to do exactly what they will be 
doing when they graduate. This year at the Mustang 
Daily we have had some great triumphs and some 
moments we would rather not remember. But the im­
portant thing to realize is that they were all learning 
experiences, and that is what is most important.
Dan Ruthemeyer 
Managing Editor
Julia Prodis 
Editorial Page Editor
Mustang Daily has given me a reason to wake up in 
the morning, it is the be-all and end-all of my existence. 
And it will be for the next year as 1 take over as editor 
of the paper for the 1986-1987 school year.
Mustang Daily is a way of life. It is as fresh as a spr­
ing breeze and as sizzling as bacon on a Barstow side­
walk. It is heartwarming and hilarious. It’s just one of 
those things that you have to put up with, sort of like 
politics and polka music.
This is the part where I say what I have learned; As 
Spotlight editor and assistant managing editor this 
year I have learned both the power of the printed word 
and also its futility and insignificance.
But what has by far made this year such a valuable 
experience for me are the friendships I have made. No 
names. You know who you are. Thanks.
Susan Edmondson 
Spotlight Editor
As editorial page editor. I’m the only journalist on 
staff who doesn’t have to pledge herself to objectivity 
— a pleasure and a curse. I write the editorials and run 
the letters to the editor.
Perhaps the following ex[X)sition can be titled, "Mein 
Kam pf’— translated “ My Struggle.” (Not to be con­
fused as a Nazi youth by this reference, I have often 
been labeled “ liberal” by people who don’t like me.)
Tradition has it that Mustang Daily editors must 
write a short squib on the last day of publication for 
the year in order to say a tearful goodbye to Cal Poly 
and make way for a new gaggle of editors.
Heck with that. I’m going to tell you what will 
become of us all within the next two decades.
Donald Mnnro will become the president of a 
multinational corporation, but will never be seen. 
Anywhere. Daily metropolitan newspapers across the 
country will periodically run photographs of Munro as 
Halloween masks, Chi]|stmas ornaments and on milk 
cartons. It won’t do any good.
Daa Ralhcmeyer will open a chain of Jantzen Sport­
swear outlets throughout China and make a fortune 
selling one-piece swimsuits to national leaders.
Rebecca Beraer will use steroids to lower her voice in 
the hopes that she can become a Casey Kasem sound- 
alike on a satellite radio network. When she discovers 
the broadcasters are not located on space stations, she
will quit and become a can-can dancer.
Susan Edmondson will have a brilliant career work 
ing as a stunt double for such actresses as MolK 
Ringwald and Ally Sheedy. After losing her front teeth 
in a bizarre Osterizer accident, Edmondson will achieve 
the zenith of her carecx portraying Eleanor Roosevelt.
Jolla Prodis will be becbme an elected official, riding 
to Washington D.C. on the coattails of MilTe Mendes.
T. Williams will become the girls’ softball coach at 
St. Mary’s College.
Margaret Apodaca will continue her current, 
mysterious career as a Peruvian undercover agent.
As for me, Gregg Schrocdcr» I will sell fashion 
neckwear in Brawley until I’m discovered playing piano 
in a sleazy nightclub by a big Hollywood producer. He 
wiii offer me a career in the live-action remakes ol 
Peanuts cartoons. -  ^  •
Goodbye Cal Poly and thanks — it’s been a load o' 
laughs.
Qrugg SchrcxKler 
Insight Editor
Asked to say a few last words about my brief but 
meaningful term as Mustang Daily lifestyle editor, it 
would be all too easy to fall into the old cliches about 
how much learned and about what a good, experience n 
was, etc.
Sure —' I could do it. I could go ahead and write u 
really sappy piece loaded with cliches. But is that what 
you really want to hear?
Of course not. What you really want to hear is the 
dirt, the sordid ugly stuff, the real goods about what 
goes on behind closed doors in the smoky litter strewn 
offices of the Mustang Daily.
You want to know what the editors actually do. Do 
we sit around smoking cloves having intense discus 
sions about international affairs or do we relentlessly 
pursue the untold story behind the apalling lack of 
sanitary toilet seat protectors in the Graphic Arts 
Building?
Actually we do a little of both and a lot thinking 
about what we want to eat for lunch or dinner ... or 
breakfast. You see, we spend a heck of a lot of time in 
those smokyr litter strewn offices and a person gets in­
credibly hungry, especially when dealing with those 
important issues.
During my fleeting term as an editor. I’ve learned by 
heart which fast food places deliver and I can recite 
most of their menus by heart. I know the ins and outs 
of placing orders to go and I’m intimately acquainted 
with where all the vending machines are on campus 
And 1 thought I wouldn’t learn anything practical in 
college.
To use Scarlett O’Hara’s immortal words, “ Thanks 
to the Mustang Daily — I’ll never be hungry again.
~ Rebecca Berner 
Lifestyle Editor
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Jury convicts Pelton of spying
BALTIMORE (AP) — A federal jury Thursday convicted 
former National Security Agency employee Ronald Pelton on 
four counts of the five-count spying indictment and acquited 
him on one other. ^
The spying conviction means that Pelton could be sentenced 
to three life terms plus 10 years for selling defense and com­
munications secret he gained during his 14-year career at the 
NSA.
The Jury acquitted Pelton on count three of the indictment, 
which charged that “ in or about 1980, the precise time and date 
being unknown ...’ Pelton tranferred “ information relating to 
the national defense of the United States of America“  to the 
Russian KGB intelligence service.
Soviets evacuat^20,000 people
MOSCOW (AP) — Authorities evacuated 20,000 more peopia 
ñ’om areas near the Chernobyl nuclear plant after detecting 
high radiation levels, Soviet officials said Thursday. They said a 
26th person died from the nuclear accident.
Deputy Premier Yury Batalin announced the evacuations 
from southern Byelorussia at a news conference. He did not say 
exactly what areas were evacuated or when the evacuations 
took place.
The Communist Party newspaper Pravda reported Wednes­
day that pockets of high radiation recently were detected 
beyond the designated IB-mile “ danger zone” around the nu­
clear plant, and that additional evacuations were ordered.
U.S. conducts major nuclear test
t LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — A mejor nuclear weapons test 
was conducted Thursday in the Nevada desert.
The test, code-named Tajo, was detonated at 8:04 a.m. PDT in 
a shaft 1,700 feet beneath the surface of Yucca Flat, about 80 
miles northwest of Las Vegas.
“ It was a very successful test,” said Department of Energy 
spokesman Jim Boyer. “ Everything went fme, very successful, 
litere were no problems with radiation or anything else.“
The test had an explosive yield of between 20,000 and 1SO,0(X) 
tons of TNT. All tests are announced as having an explosive 
yield of less than 20 kilotons or 20 to 150 kilotons.,
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Daily criticized for 
selective coverage
Editor's Note: Tha following latter 
was raaubmitted after potentially 
llbekHJS statements were omitted by 
the author of the letter. With thoee 
statementa eliminated. Mustang 
Dally, without reservation, prints the 
letter In accordance with the Letters 
Policy.
Editor — We are shocked 
Mustang Dally failed to report acts 
of vandalism committed by two or 
more student leaders against a 
local fraternity house.
On May 10, six Individuals were 
seen maliciously destroying Tyler 
Hammond cairtpaign signs and 
strewing garbage across Alpha 
Qiánma Rho Fraternity’s  lawn.
S everal flo o d lig h ts  wore 
destroyed and an antique plow 
dams(ied.
Two of theee Individúala were 
apprehended by a  student senator. 
The two caught wore a student 
aertator and a school council 
member from the School of Com­
municative Arts and Humanities. 
They «rere coming home from the 
victory party of Á8I Preeldent-eleot
Kevin Swanson.
Did Swanson reWird this senator 
for his nocturnal activities by his 
recent appointment to Swanson's 
executive staff?
Is Mustang Dally trying to protect 
Kevin Swanson, the candidate It 
endorsed In 19867
Was the fraternity targeted 
because of Its Involvement In the 
recent election by endorsing 
another candidate for ASI presi­
dent?
An Incident report was filed with 
the San Luis Obispo Police 
Department although no chargee 
were prseaed sinoe the Individuals 
promised to pay for the damages.
. It seems Mustang Dally chose to 
give preferential treatment to Its 
candidate. The queetion Is why?
BLAKE COVERT
Foundation opponent 
*dismayed’ with Daily
Editor — In your June 4 editorial, 
I «ras dismayeid to note your total 
mlarepreeentatlon of the Intent and 
even the location of the meeting.
This was Intended as an open 
bralnstormirtg sess ion to explore 
reaponaee to the recent abhorrent
vote by the Foundation Board favor­
ing non-diveatiture of Its funds In - 
companies dolng buslness In South 
Africa. Contrary to yjpur editorial. It 
was attended also by many who are , 
not part of Concerned Cal Poly ’ 
Faculty and Staff — Including peo­
ple from the community and stu­
dents who were equally outraged at 
the Foundation Board’s vote.
In no way could this gathering be 
construed as a "secret meeting." 
However, «re felt that many partici­
pants would be considerably intim­
idated in brainstorming by the 
preseiice of the press. This Is a 
special point of correem when In­
formation presented In Mustang 
Dally frequently bears little 
resemblance to the facts. A quick 
check «rith the phone book or your 
own May 26 edition would reveal 
that this meeting was not at the 
home of profeeeor Kranzdorf but at 
my house and ''that I as host 
together with Richard Kranzdorf 
carefully explained ail this to your 
reportar who was In agreement.
PAUL M. WOLFF
More letters on page 4
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SUMAT president 
tells athletic sto iy
EdHor — I iMd witri grMt Inter- 
Mt recent letter* to Kevin Sweneon, 
A8I preeldent-eleot, wMch were 
Mibllehed In Muetang Oelly. One 
letter was from a Cal Poly atlilete 
wtK) suggaeted that much, much 
hore should be don* by the stu­
dents to assist Cal Poly’s  athletic 
srogram; the other was from a 
‘ormor A8I student senator, who 
wggeetod that the students were 
ilrsady doing erraugh to support 
ithletics. I would Ilk* to suggeet 
hat the truth lies somewhere In the
middle.
As president of SUMAT (Sup­
porters of Mustang Athletic Teams) 
'I am In a good position to see what 
Is being don* by the various coo- 
oemad parties who help fund Cal 
Poly athletics, and I am happy to 
report good news on all fronts. 
Here, In summary form are some of 
the group’s activities thaf are mak­
ing the athletic program suooeed.
1. ) The State of CaNfomia pro­
vides substantial support through 
coaches’ salaries, travel expenses, 
equipment and us* of facilitlee.
2. ) The Cal Poly Foundation pro­
vides both meal subsidies and
scholarship support for student 
athletes.
3. ) The private sector. Including 
the SLO Chapter of SUMAT/ 
Mustang Boosters, the Cal Poly 
Alumni Association and other 
chapters of SUMAT provide a large 
anraunt of money for scholarships.
4. ) A portion of the Instructlonally
Related Activities budget is ear­
marked for athletic team travel ex­
penses, Insurance, post-season 
travel costs and other expenses not 
covered by the state. _
5. ) The John Madden and Mika 
Krukow golf tournaments and the 
Coaches Summer Camps program
Instituted by Athletic Director Ken 
Walker, raise money directly ear­
marked for Cal Poly athletes.
The support for Cal Poly athletics 
Is broad and runs d ^ .  Rest 
assured that support of the program 
begin* at the top with President 
Baker who has been most helpful to 
us, and Include* many people who 
are committed to maintaining the 
Cal Poly athletic program as the 
best NCAA Division II progrsm In 
the nation. Ours Is a clean and 
honorabi* program, etitphaslzhtg 
the recruitment of student athletes 
who can perform in the classroom 
as well as on the athletic field.
I ■
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in real estate.
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License School in July.
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Our only problem Is  that the times 
have caught up with us. It takes s 
great deal of money to run an 
athletic program today. and for too 
many years w* took our school's 
legacy of athletic prowess for 
granted. We are doing all we can to 
see that w* do not loe* ground and 
that take* everyone’s support and 
cooperation.
1 therefor* ask that Cal Poly’s 
student body keep an open mind 
about support of the athletic pro­
gram. W* may very well need your 
help. At the very least we need your 
continuing enthusiasm. You should 
be proud of your men's and 
women’s  teams whknrhave done so  ^
wMI In recent years and I wanted 
you to know about all the efforts 
that are being put forth to provide 
you with an exciting sports program . 
that you can be proud of.
THOMAS H. KUNE
vr
Daily blasted: 
editorial ‘hypocritical’
Editor — I must take issue with 
the recent eiditoflal calling the Con­
cerned Cal Poly Faculty a ' 
hypocritical group. Rather, I sug­
gest, Mustang Daily Is guilty of 
hypocrisy. As well, I harbor some 
consternation about the Daily's 
understanding of the First Amend­
ment It socornmonly refers to.
In the recent editorial, the Daily 
cites articles that have been written 
about the faculty group and its pur- -  
pose. The editorial refers to these 
articles as “valid stories of news 
value." Indeed that Is what^they are 
and should remain.
These articles should not be doa 
s ir re d  “favors” done for the facul­
ty group. If the articles are truly so 
newsworthy, there should be no str 
ings attached, no price tag, no 
I.O.U.’s  to be paid later by the facul­
ty group. If that is not the case, why 
is the Dally so upset about their 
reporter not being allowed to 
broadcast to the Foundation the de­
liberations of a secret and 
clandestine meeting? The question: 
Did the Daily cover the faculty 
group's action* because they were 
“newsworthy," or did they T>oie^ 
extend a favor to the group? I wouto 
imagine reporting the facts, and just 
the facts. Is not extending favors,to 
anyone.
Further, it is without argument 
that there are certain Instances, 
albeit extremely rare, when the 
press Is not a  welcome friend. The 
meeting referred to in the Daily 
editorial was certainly such an in­
stance. It is ridiculous to assert that 
detail* of a  secret meeting should 
be broadcast to the Foundation 
merely because ih* Daily believes a 
certain group owes them a few 
favors.
To conclude, perhaps the problem 
occurred when Dr. Kranzdorf refer­
red to the meeting a* “open to the 
public.’’ Ideeily, it eras; however, on­
ly to those who oouM hold secret 
certain detail* of the deliberations. 
That would not Inckid* segments of 
the community that feel the faculty 
group owes them a few favors. -
MARKJ.REICHEL
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Student turns dorm room into unusual living environment
By Juiic A m c  Laucr
s u n  Writer
Something more than just a 
loft was the goal of one resident 
'  p f  Sierra Madre Hall at the 
beginning of the school year. _
Mark Becker, a junior con­
struction major, decided to in­
vest a little money in his dorm 
room to provide a unique living 
environment.
Becker put together an inter­
esting design combining wood, 
carpet, fabric and red paint to 
change a plain 9-by->9 foot dorm 
room into a unique but practical 
^ liv in g  area.
'With the beds up and out of 
the way in separate, hidden lofu, 
the floor area was left clear for 
desks and drawing tables. Becker 
rebuilt the rear of the room to 
include a platform raised about 
two feet off the ground. This area 
was set up with a couch, chair 
and an audiovisual center for 
relaxation.
Becker separated his room­
mate’s work area from his with 
the latticework wood frame that 
supported the two lofts. /
The yellow dorm room carpet
was covered with a new grey
carpet, so that it oiatched the 
r a i ^  sitting area. Becker also
used a special Mack cloth to 
cover the waUs and hide the 
standard yellow burlap found in 
dorm rooms.
The Iwhole project cost Becker 
around S3S0. He said at first he 
thought the project would only 
cost him around $100. He b ^  
lieves in the end it was well
worth the investment. He said 
the only reason he stopped work-
Conatruetlon nia|or Mark Baekar uaad wood, carpal, fabric and paM  to 
tranafannatlon area about $S60.
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ing on the project was he Anally 
ran out of money.
“ I wanted to make an en­
vironment 1 would want to be in 
to study in and live in,”  Becker 
said. “ I need a lot of space, and I 
wanted something different from 
everyone else.”
With the end of the school year 
just over a week away Becker is 
making plans to take down his 
creation. Now the question is 
what to do with the structure.
Becker does not plan to return to 
the dorms next year.
“Originally I was thinking of 
telling it, but it would be too big 
a thing for someone else to try to 
set up next year,”  Becker said.
" I know someone, wouldn’t 
mind living in here next year,” 
Becker said. He withes the uni­
versity would allow him to leave 
the structure inuct, but as it 
stands now this creation must 
become a memory.
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Student Senate votes 
against taking away
Foundation’s lease
By Dawn J. Jackson
s ta ff W rita r ^
Seven members of the Student 
Senate Wednesday night tried to 
force the Cal Poly Foundation to 
totally divest of its holdings in 
companies doing business in 
South Africa by making its food 
service lease for space iii the 
University Union contingent 
upon divestment.
The senate also approved reso­
lutions calling for flve-minute 
parking spaces in front of the 
U.U., the changing of class times 
so they begin on^ the hour and 
revisions of the U.U. long-term 
lease contract.
Before a ^ o v a l  of the Union 
Executive Committee report, 
which asked the Foundation to 
divest, the senate amendment 
was introduced to expel the 
Foundation’s food service areas 
from the U.U. if it did not divest. 
The food service areas leased by 
the Foundation in the U.U. are 
the Burger Bar, the Ice Cream 
Parlour and the Snak Stop.
The amendment failed 7 to 13.
ASI President Mike Mendes 
opposed the amendment. “ It’s 
not fair to leverage the services 
the students on this campus are 
getting for divestment.’’ **
Other opponents said there 
would be a potential loss of more 
than SS0,000 per year if the 
Foundation was removed. This 
loss of income could put opera­
tion of the U.U. in jeopardy.
Kevin Swanson, who was 
recently removed as a student 
senator but served as an alter­
nate for his vacancy, said this 
amendment would basically put 
the decision in University Presi­
dent Warren Baker’s court. 
Baker has the authority to <««■(,.. 
turn any senate decision.
Swanson said this would let 
everyone see if he really was fpr 
divestment. He also said this 
chance the senate gets only once 
in five'years; the lease period is 
five years.
In other senate action, Mar­
jorie Larson, senator from the 
School of Communicative Arts 
and Humanities, brought up a 
resolution to  establish five- 
minute parking spaces in front of 
the U.U.
She said sometimes students 
just need to pick up something in 
the U.U. and this solution would 
alleviate the problem of illegal 
parking.
She said the 20-minute metered 
parking requires 10-IS minutes 
to walk to the U.U. and back, 
and that the short-term spaces 
would save a lot of time.
Also approved was a resolution 
to recopm end to the Ad­
ministration that classes begin 
on the hour and end SO minutes 
after the hour.
Deena Ladrow, senator from 
the School of Agriculture, said 
the current schedule trains stu­
dents to be 10 minutes late, and 
that a change would train stu­
dents to be punctual, which 
would be beneficial in the work­
ing world.
The resolution dealing with the 
U.U. long-term lease contract 
said the ASI executive director is 
authorized, with the approval of 
the Student Senate, to execute 
the U.U. lease agreement be­
tween ASI and the Chancellor of 
the CSU for properties and facil­
ities of the State of California for 
purposes related to activities of 
the university or to activities of 
o rg an iza tio n s  o f students, 
members of the faculty or both.
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Scuba class proves to 
be popular at Cal Poly
INmATIVE
Fro« page 1,
salary of the governor to $80,000 
per year and the salary of other 
elected state ofncials to $52,300 
per year.
The Gann initiative would limit 
compeiuation for all other state 
ofHcials and all city and county 
officeholders or appointees to 80 
percent of the governor’s salary, 
or a maximum of $64,000 per 
year. «>•
The governor, at the end of last 
year, i^eived $49,100 per year 
and other elected officials receiv­
ed $42,300 per year. This would 
change under current law to 
$83,000 per year and $72,300 per 
year respectively as of Jan. 1, 
1987.
Gann said he drafted the 
am endm ent to  co u n terac t 
legislation that went into effect 
in 1966, which links state of­
ficials’ pensions to current pay
‘levels for those offices. This so- 
called super-escalator clause was 
changed shortly after approval to 
limit such pension increases to 
people who began working for 
the sMte prior to 1967.
Gann said, this Jaw  was 
modified in 1983 to permit some 
employees hired by the state 
after 1967 to receive pension 
escalation.
As a result, several state 
employees are receiving huge 
pensions, termed “ obscene”  by 
Gaim.
For example, according to a 
Jan. 27, 1986 Los Angeles Times 
editorial, Pat Brown’s pension 
when he left the governor’s office 
in 1967 was $18,000 per yegr. He 
now draws $62,300 per year, 
which is higher than Gov. 
Deukmejian’s salary. Brown’s 
pension would go to $107,880 
next year if the Gann initiative
fails.'
Ronald Reagan would see his 
retirement pay jump from 
$28,818 to $48,792.
Gann said pensions ofen rise 
about twice as much as pay in­
creases. “ To me that’s obscene. 
We have run away with salaries 
and pensions in the Sute of 
California,” he said.
Rebecca Taylor, director of 
research for the California Tax­
payers Association, said only 16 
people are reaping the huge pen­
sions Gann is fighting against. 
“ He had a legitimate issue; there 
was a fluke,”  she said.
Gann places the number of of­
ficials getting the huge pensions 
closer to 300.
But Taylor said there are 
about 13,000 public officials who 
are already paid more than the 
amount allowed by Gann’s pro- 
Scc INITIATIVE, page 9
By Gwen Dawkins
su it WiiMr
Although there are scores of 
physical education classes of­
fered at Cal Poly, there is one 
such class which students often 
cannot register for until they are 
graduating seniors due to the 
continuous impaction. The class 
is scuba diving and is known as 
the most sought after PE class 
on campus.
Dwayne Head, physical educa 
tion and recreation administra­
tion department head, said there 
are a number of reasons students 
have probleiiu getting the class.
“ The organization that cer­
tified divers has very stringent 
requirements which we must 
fulfill. First, one class can have 
no more than 20 people; and se- 
' cond, on ocean dives, there must 
be one certified instructor for 
every two students.”  Head also 
ad<M there is only one certified 
instructor in the area who is in­
terested in teaching the courM.
Wink Russel, proprieter of 
Wink’s Dive Shop in Pismo 
Beach is the instructor and he 
says he teaches all the classes he 
wants.
Students interested in diving 
have the option of getting cer-^_ 
tified through dive shopsin tb^  
area which offer courses. Tim 
Sulger, president of the Cal Poly 
Scuba Club said there are a few 
factors to be considered by those
potential divers.
“ Taking the course through 
the school allows students to be 
certified at a much cheaper rate. 
Through Cal Poly certification 
cost about $60. Through an off- 
campus organization which of­
fers diving certification, you 
would probably have to pay 
about $150 for the course. The 
course offered through the cam­
pus takes the whole quarter to 
complete. By taking the course 
through a private organization, 
you can be certified in five weeks. 
So, there are advantages to both 
courses," said Sulger.
Sulger recommended students 
who are just interested in trying 
b%ba lessons take the course 
through Cal Poly. That way just 
in case it’s not what it’s cracked 
up to be the student hasn’t 
wasted that much money.
But if students do enjoy diving 
and want to expand on their new 
hobby, the scuba club offers 
higher certification courses 
through private dive shops.
It appean that until other cer­
tified instructors are interested 
in teaching scuba courses on 
campus, students will keep runn­
ing into the same problems.
Those with a burning quest to 
explore the ocean’s depths have 
other options, though they may 
be more expensive, none the less 
they are options to a constantly 
impacted class.
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C O U  P O N
Outstanding 
graduates tp^  
be recognized
By Stadc Errko
SUlfWriMr ^
'  Outstanding graduates from 
each of Cal Poly’s seven academ­
ic schools will be honored at 
graduation for their academic 
achievements as well as for their ^  
contributions to their school and 
to the university as a whole.
The Academic Excellence 
Award will be given to one senior 
from each of the seven schools. 
The awards are given to the 
seniors with the highest O.P.A. 
averaged from their overall, 
cummulatlve, and current G.P.A.
Joan Graham, secretary to th e . 
dean of the School of Profes­
sional Studies and Education,
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Residents to choose phone service
save up to 25 percent over calling extensively, there is a 
ATAT’s long-distance rates, major difference in the cost of
higher rates.
features than ATAT.
For long-distance directory
By Jalle ABaeLaacr
S taM W lH w
The time has come for stu­
dents and other residents of San 
s^d they try to pick graduates l „U Obupo to make Uieir choice
have attended all four years .b o u t long-distance telephone
|“ 1it Poly. "This year the student companies or a choice wUl be
was a transfer from San Jose made for them at random.
State University because no one xwo different long-distance 
came close to her G .P.A ." telephone companies are com-
At post-commencement, each peting for customers before the
school will present two additional Aug. 30 deadline. American
awards. The first award is given Telephone and Telegraph Long
to the student who has con- Distance Service and Western
tributed the most to the objet^.^ Union will both be offering long 
tives and public image of their distance service to the San Luis 
school. The other award honors Obispo area, 
the student who has contributed por students who make large 
the most to the objectives and „umbers of long-disunce tele­
public image of Cal Poly. phone calls home to Mom and _________  . .
The graduates who received Di^J choosing a long-distance is chosen. For directory sevice
thew awards were selected by telephone company can be very •  customer will still be served
their student council from ap- important. throuah ATAT directory service.
u t  ^  A » « '»  «»f—  .h .romnaniM varv Companies IS the minunum
ATAT, on the other hand, claims the service, 
the quality ~ of its long-distance ATAT provides a calling card 
service is justification for its service thitt allows customers to
charge telephone calls to their
Western Union on the other hoine number for a flat rate in 
hand charges more for some addition to any long-distance
charges applicable to the call. 
Western Union provides access
assistance ATAT charges 35 numbers and access codes which 
cenu for each intrasute call and allow the customer to call a
60 cents for each interstate call number in an access city, and
after the first two minutes, which place the long-distance call
are free. In cotnparison, Western through the central system.
Union charges 60 cents straight 
across the board.
Except for the cost, this ser­
if  the caller is making a call 
from a pay telephone he could be 
charged long-distance rates for
on which long-distance company
1__  co panies vary. ,uro co panies is me inunu  lona-distance calls to home the
See GRADUATES, page» Western Union reporu it can monthly-usage charge. ATAT ^eal difference is in the cost
vice will not change depending calling to the access number and
also the applicable long-distance 
rates for the call ^through 
Western Union. This means the 
caller would be charged twice for 
the long distance call.
For a student who just makes
Graduated Savings.
does not have a minimum charge, between the two-long distance
Western Union customers will companies. But for the person
have a minimum of $10 to pay ^,bo likes the extra features it is
for their long-distance service important to check out the dif-
each month. ference in cost and availability of
For people who use credit card the extras.
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Outstanding 
graduates to 
be recognized
By Stack Errko
SUffWriltr
Outstanding graduates from 
each of Cal Poly’s seven academ­
ic schools will be , honored at 
graduation for their academic 
achievements as well as for their 
contributions to their school and 
to the university as a whole.
The Academic Excellence 
Award will be given to one senior 
from each of the seven schools. 
The awards are given to the 
seniors with the highest O.P.A. 
averaged from their overall, 
cummulative, and current G.P.A.
Joan Graham, secretary to the 
dean of the School of Profes­
sional Studies and Education, 
said they try to pick graduates 
who have attended all four years 
at Poly. “ This year the student 
was a transfer from San Jose 
State University because no one 
came close to her G.P.A.”
At post-commencement, each 
school will present two additional 
awards. The first award it given 
to the student who has con­
tributed the most to the objec­
tives and public image of their 
school. The other award honors 
the student who has contributed 
the most to the objectives and 
public image of Cal Poly.
The graduates who received 
these awards were selected by 
their student council from ap­
plications filled out by gradu­
ates, said Dorene Shulu, chair-
Scc GRADUATES, page 9
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Residents to choose phone service
By JnHc AnncLaacr
S ta H W iH w
The time has come for stu- 
denu and other residents of San 
Luis Obispo to make their choice 
about long-distance telephone 
companies or a choice will be 
made for them at random.
Two different long-distance 
telephone companies are com­
peting for customers before the 
Aug. 30 deadline. American 
Telephone and Telegraph Long 
Distance Service and Western 
Union will both be offering long 
distance service to the San Luis 
Obispo area.
For studenu who make large 
numbers of long-distance tele­
phone calls home to Mom and 
Dad choosing a long-distance 
telephone company can be very 
important.
Services provided by the two 
companies vary.
Western Union reports it *can
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EJ Corral Bookstore
save up to 25 percent over 
ATAT’s long-distance rates. 
ATAT, on the other hand, claims 
the quality of its long-disunce 
service is justification for iu  
higher rates.
Western Unión on the other
calling extensively, there is a 
major difference in the cost of 
the service.
ATAT provides a calling card 
service that allows customers to 
charge telephone calls to their 
home numlm for a flat rate in
hand charges more for some addition _ to any long-distance
features than ATAT.
For long-distance directory 
assistance ATAT charges 35 
cenu for each intrastate call and 
60 cents for each interstate call 
after the Erst two minutes, which 
are free. In comparison. Western 
Union charges 60 cenu straight 
across the board.
Except for the cost, this ser­
vice will not change depending 
on which long-distance company 
is chosen. For directory sevice 
a cuslonfer will still be served 
through ATAT directory service.
Another difference between the 
two companies is the minimum 
monthly-usage charge. ATAT 
I does not have a minimum charge. 
Western Union customers will 
have a minimum of SIO to pay 
for t|ieir long-distance service 
each month.
For people who use credit card
charges applicable to the call..
Western Unkm provides Uccess 
numbers and access codes which 
allow the customer to call a 
number in an access city, and 
place the long-distance call 
through the central system.
If the caller is making a call 
from a pay telephone he could be 
charged long-distance rates for 
calling to the access number and 
also the applicable longdistance 
rates for the call through 
Western Union. This means the 
caller would be charged twice for 
the long disunce call.
For a student who just makes 
long-distance calls to home the 
only real difference IS in the cost 
between the two-long distance 
companies. But for the person 
who likes the extra features it is 
impqrunt to check out the dif­
ference in cost and availability of 
the extras.
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posed cap, and the cap would 
make it difncult for the state to 
hire competent employees.
Gann asked: “ Do we have 
competent people? I ask you that 
seriously,”
Taylor, noting the high pay of 
doctors teaching at the UCLA 
Medical School and engineers of 
power planu said, “ You’re not 
going to have qualified people at 
$64,000.”
Gann said, “ If people feel they 
can do so well to get along better 
in the private enterprise system, 
why then, we’ll sacrifice and try 
to get along whh9ut them.”
Nebulous wording in Gann’s 
proposal has prompted state 
employee uaiont to take a strong 
stand against tt. I lie  California 
State Employees Association, qy 
CSEA, has distributed handbilk 
on campus, which claim the pro­
posal’s wording could allow cuts 
in ail employee benefits.
Section II, subsection 26(b) of 
the amendment states that no 
public employee “ may receive 
compensation in excess of 80 
percent of the governor’s sala­
ry.”
Janet Pieper, director of the 
Cal Poly personnel office, said 
the term “ compensation” in­
cludes both salary and benefits 
in Cal Poly’s definition.
Sue Georgi, of the personnel 
office, said step five professors in 
fields where there are teacher 
shortages are will receive $S0,1(X) 
per year under current faculty 
contract. Coupled with an ap­
proximate benefit package value 
of 35 percent of salary, or 
$17,535, the combined total easi­
ly tops the $64,000 proposed cap 
on “ compensation.”  Further- 
ipore, m any  ca m p u s  a d ­
ministrators already top $64,000 
in pay alone.
This is what has upset faculty 
and other professionals on cam­
pus.
Charles Andrews, Cal Poly ac­
counting professor, is a step five 
professor in an area of teacher 
shortages. He said he would face 
a pay cut of $3,635 if Gann’s 
amendment passes. “ I would
‘We have run away 
with salaries and 
pensions in the 
State of California*
— Paul Gann
leave. My roou have never been 
that deep,”  he said.
Andrews, who is  also the 
statewide treasurer for the 
California Faculty Association, 
or ’ CFA, said another clause in 
Gann’s amendment could cause 
lawsuits.
Section II, subsection 26(e) of 
the amendment would not allow 
unused sick leave or vacation 
time to be accumulated from one 
year to the next for employees 
affected by the pay restrictives.
CSEA claims that through er­
rors in drafting the amendment 
every public employee would be 
affected.
Gann said, “ Why should peo­
ple be able to build that up and 
retire at 55 when Social Swurity 
won’t pay then?”
Pieper said if the amendment is 
approved by voters “ you could 
see a lot of state activities come
Interested In Working
On A Cruise Ship
Cruise Ship Industry Seminar 
Thursday, June 12 at Madonna Inn
Find out about the real Cruise industry from Special Guest Speaker 
DON BLANTON,owner of Don Blanton Enterprises with over 10 years
Cruise Ship experience.
Employs Cruise Staff Personnel, Disc. Jockeys, and Stage Managers for
4 major cruise lines.
Don will also seek enthusiastic, bright, competent individuals for poten* 
tial positions to sail to the Caribbean, Orient, Europe, and around the 
World, so please bring your resume.
Registration is $35.00 at the door and limited to the first 150 people, so 
come early. If  you are serious about working on a Cruise Ship, this is
your only chance.
For further information, call 549-7774
to a grinding halt the last month 
of the year.”
She .said there will be a mad 
dash of state employees scrambl­
ing to use any sick leave or vaca­
tion time they have not used 
earlier in the year.
Andrews said, “ In industry 
where there is no carry-over of 
that sort of thing, they use it up. 
I’m going to use it, and. who the 
hell will teach my classes?”
Andrews added, “ How can we 
be competitive in hiring people 
with this kind of bullshit?”
State employees are allowed 12 
days of paid sick leave per year. 
Cal Poly faculty and staff who 
have accumulated unused sick 
leave extend the amount of time 
they receive their pensions. 
Faculty who teach during the 
academic year but not during 
summer receive no personal 
vacations.
The amendment would affect 
city and county employees as 
well, Gann said.
Salaries considered too low fot 
certain jobs could be raised by a 
two-thirds vote of the state 
legislature. Even an inaease to 
offset inflation would have to be 
voted on.
Gann, 73, sajjj.. taxpayers bear 
the brunt of the “ huge”  salaries 
paid to many public officiak. 
“The people are as tore as can 
be, and that scares me a little 
bit,” he said.
Taylor said the California 
Taxpayers Association will Tight 
the amendment, and Andrews 
said CFA will begin a campaign 
against it.
Andrews and Taylor both said 
Gann’s amendment would pass if 
presented to voters now.
From page!
man lor the School of Science 
and Mathematics student coun­
cil.
The three-page application was 
handed out to department heads 
and club presidents within the 
school who dispersed them to 
graduates they felt were eligible, 
said Shultz. The applications 
were ako available for other 
graduates to fill out.
After the applications were 
returned, the student council 
selected the two graduates most 
qualified, said Shultz. The School 
of Science and Mathematics 
student council consists of 12 
students and k  advised by the 
dean. “ The amount of students 
on the council varies from each 
school because some schools 
have more clubs4ban oihers.”
The Academic Excelience
Darnke B. Waterman, from 
the School of Agriculture and 
Natural Resources, with a 3.96 
G.P.A; Kevin Dumain from the 
School of Architecture and En­
v ironm ental Design; Emily 
Altenberg from the School of 
Business with a 3i91 G.P.A.; 
Donald W. Munro from the
School of Communicative Arts 
and Humanities with a 3.95 
G.P.A.; Jeffery Joseph from the 
School of Engineering and 
Technology with a 4.0 G.P.A.; 
Kristina Strandburg from the 
School of Professional Studies  ^
and Education; and Michael W. 
Gillette from the School of 
Science and Mathematics.
The remaining two awards 
from each school will bfc an­
nounced at the post-commence­
ment on July 14. The times and 
locations are different for each
Awards are a t follows: school.
A 'T U T  C T T / ^ C  iA  1 H L .C  1 I C o
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scholarship program and to con­
sider the ramifications of those 
possibilities.
Amaral said the Foundation 
for the 1986-1987 school year has 
advanced $250,000 to  the 
athletics department for scholar­
ships. This will be supplemented 
by off campus fundraking by
such groups as SUMAT and 
Football Alumni, he said. The 
task committee’s recommenda­
tions, if accepted by Baker, will 
go into effect in the fall of 1987, 
Amaral said.
President Baker has yet to 
mxkff a decision on the task 
co m m ittee’s p ro p o sa l, said 
Amaral.
HEWLETT
PACKARD
H M IC
For scientists, engineers, 
professors and students in 
research, design and
sU tiatics..............................
HP-12C
For business professionals 
aitd students who calculate 
depreciation, future value, 
boftd yield and internal
rate of return .....................
HP-UC
For mathematiciafts, 
scientists, engineers and 
statisticians work 
with complex numbers . . .
■ HP41CV 
For professioiutk and 
students in engiiteering, 
sdettce and research . . .  $159j95 
$ 4 9 .9 6 n  HP41CX
For profcsakmals and 
stuoents in dectrical, 
mechanical, .civil aird
design engineering . . .  .- $ 2 2 5 .9 5
$8 9 .9 5
$ 8 9 9 5
HCWLKTT
RACKARO
Ü Corral Bookstor
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New press means 
improved 'i^ampus 
printing quality
W>'m m]
CYWTHM CAMT
Eltctronic »ngloMrlng iM|or Jim Ntodako« wWi Hw iww grapNe oommunlcatlon printing prans. Ttw Rookwnll In- 
Inmatlonal pr»M Is currsntly In slorags, awsHIng prspsratlon for Its now homo.
^  ^  4JL ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
.By Megan Humpal ^
SU«fWiN*r
A state-of-the-srt printing 
press worth $1 million h as‘been 
donated to the graphic com­
m unication  departm en t by 
Rockwell International.
Two years ago graphic faculty 
members realized that Cal Poly 
had an old and outdated press, 
said Harvey Levenson, head of 
the department. “ We contacted 
Rockwell International because 
they made the best printing 
press in the nation,”  he said.
Rockwell, a corporation in­
volved with communication and 
a e ro s p a c e ,  d o n a te d  the  
Rockwell-Coss Four Unit Com­
munity Newspaper Press after 
learning about the Cal Poly pro­
gram that emphasizes “ learn by 
doing.”
The press, which it currently 
sitting in the aeronautical 
engineering hanger, has the most 
sophisticated technology avail­
able, Levenson said. It will 
significantly enhance any prin­
ting done on campus with four- 
color- possibilities, sharper prin­
ting and a more consistent den­
sity.
The press will be operated by 
studenu in University Graphic 
Systems, a corporation within 
the department. It has the capa­
bility to print major industry 
publications and will be used by 
any organization that hires UGS.
Levenson added that although 
the press was not donated to the 
journalism department, it will
RadCom
IBM Compatible Computer 
BASIC UNIT
'  TWO 360K FLOPPY DISK DRIVES ir>640K OF RAM MEMORY
• One serial port
• Two parallel ports ^
•  High resolution monochrome video board
• High resolution monochrome monitor ( /w)
• A T  style Keyboard 
•  Clock calendar with battery backup 
•  High speed Turbo (8Mhz) motherboard 
(also can run normal speed)
Operating system Installed
COMPLETE$1345.00
CAL 
POLYi 
WINDSURF 
CLUB
IN STORE SPECIAL
ATTENTION 
8A1LBOARDERS
OPEN HOUSE
MOUhrAIN MW
SPORTS
M7 MARSH ST. 
DOWNTOWN S.L.O.
1st ANNUAL^ 
SAILBOARD 
SWAP MEET
YOUR CHANCE TO B(IY OR 
SELL USED EQUIPMENT
HARD DISR UNIT AS 
ABO^ E i>LU$
Oee twwñff méQéùyte 
WmcHe»f0ràrt¥9 
Otte cwtíronereoérú ter the eboee
$2150
. -  DISK UNIT AS
ASOVtPLUS
A M  on* 1*-incl> coku incn ifo f 
A M  <H— i l i n M r a ’»»oluhon 
color ftMrV.
LOM ID* monocAromt 
b o ttú  A M  m oM ot
M A M  DISK UMITAS 
. ABOvenus 
Two Iwonlf mofoOyM 
lVlnc/io*l»r< 
SoeoMtonAlpofl .
$2750
W HERE:
W HEN:
TIM E:
C O M M ISSIO N:
Mountain A ir Sports Parking Lot 
(com er of Marsh and Broad, 
Downtown SLO)
Saturday, June 7th 
Registration — 9:30-l 1:00 
Swap -  11:00-4:00 
Pick-up — 4:(X>5KX)
10% commission on sold items to 
Cai Poly Windsurf Club
$2375
I  CALL TODAY! 543-5034 ^
GREAT WINDSURHNG VIDEOS ALL DAY 
11:00 am -  OPEN OCEAN SAIUNQ CUNIC 
BY MISTRAL
For more Wbnnatlon cal MountHnAIr sport»—50-1676 -
have equal significance to 
MusUng Daily. The Daily, which 
has a contract with UGS, is cur­
rently being printed off campus 
for the first time because the old 
press was removed from the 
building. When the new press is 
installed, the newspaper will 
again be printed by UGS.
UGS, a corporation 
within the graphic 
communication 
department, will 
operate the press
Cal Poly is the only school in 
the country that produces a daily 
newspaper entirely on campus 
and entirely by students, said 
Levenson. Levenson explained 
that information about the press 
would come to  in d u stries  
through publications that are put 
out about company donations.
As was expected when the 
donation was made, the new 
press is too large to fit in the 
Graphic Arts Building without 
renovations being made. On June 
9 a meeting between the graphic 
communication department and 
university adm inistrators will 
take place, and at that time a 
plan to insull the press will be 
developed. The two choices are 
either to modify the Graphic 
Arts Building by raising the roof, 
or to construct a new building 
solely for the press, said Leven­
son.
The construction of a new 
building where trailers currently 
exist next to the Graphic Arts 
Building is the favored plan, 
Levenson said. “ We would look 
for donations from the Cal Poly 
Foundation and from the state 
system.”  Because this would 
take a while, places are being 
sought on campus to temporarily 
install Am press so it could be 
used by fall quarter.
If the decision is to put the 
press where the old one stood, 
the new press will have to be 
brought into the building with a 
crane. The preu, which will 
stand approximately two stories 
tall and is more than I6S feet 
long, will be assembled by 
Rockwell and demonstrated to 
students by Rockwell.
Levenson said the high-tech 
press is Rockwell’s commitment 
to education. “ In turn, we have 
to make sure students are receiv­
ing a meaningful educational ex­
posure, and that the technology 
i | correctly used and not abus­
ed,”  he said.
SUMMER MUSTANG 
— look for It on 
Thursdays throughout 
summer quarter
MuttangOoHy Friday, Jun* 6,1966.1 1
Membership drive 
started by CSEA
ByJoeBistia
St*« Writer
The California State Employee Association, which represents 
employees of the CSU system, is mounting a membership and 
o rg a n iz in t  drive at Cal Poly.
CSEA currently represents 29 percent, or approximately 200, 
of Cal Poly’s swte employees holding clerical, custodial, 
groundskeeping, technical and other positions.
The current CSEA contract with the Chancellor’s Office is not 
due to expire until June of 1988. However, the issues of salary 
and benefits are scheduled to be renegotiated in contract 
“openen” in January, 1987.
Shirley Lewis, a medical uanscriber in the Health Center, is 
president of CSEA chapter 316. which represents Cal Poly.
Lewis said the main goals of the current organizing drive are 
to boost dues-paying membership, increase member awareness 
of the collective bargaining process and address such employee 
concerns as contracting out to private firms jobs formerly held 
by state employees.
Even employees of the CSU who do not belong to CSEA 
receive the beneflu of union activities, said Lewis. This is 
because CSEA considers the CSU an open shop, a workplace 
where union membership is not mandatory.
Lewis said that CSU employees are scheduled to receive a S 
percent pay raise next month that was negotiated by CSEA.
“ You don’t see any (non-member employees) giving it back,’’ 
she said. ^
While CSEA is obligated to represent all CSU employees, 
Lewis said she hopes that the current membership push will 
'raise participation and result in a united front for bargaining 
purposes. i .
Ken Dintzer
Food for thought
Translation books needed for everyday life
Anyone who has traveled out 
of the United States has seen 
other Americans trying to cope 
with the language barrier by us­
ing little translation books. 1 see 
a real market for similar books 
for everyday life: ,
Adminbtration to Public:
"It will be ready in I week": it 
will be ready in 2 weeks.
"It will be ready in 2 weeks": it 
may be ready in 4 weeks.
"It will be ready in a month or 
so": it may be done before you 
graduate (applys to freshman on­
ly).
"IVe’re having a study per­
formed. Then a committee will be 
form ed to choose the best course 
o f actionl': never, ever ... and 
don’t ask again.
"The scheduling problem will 
be remedied in the fa ll": We hope 
all of you who are complaining 
will graduate this summer. 
Interviewee tu Joumalisl:
" /  don't think you're being 
completely fa ir": you caught me. 
"W e have initiated an in­
vestigation o f the problem": be­
fore you can print your story 
we’ll clean up our act.
Coach to Fans:
"W e have a lot o f potential.": 
We’re going to lose
"This is a rebuilding season.": 
We’re going to lose often.
"W e've been plagued with in­
juries.": We’re going to lose and 
its not my fault.
"I'm optimistic": We’re going 
to lose and I’m going to be fired.
Teacher to Student:
" /  don't let people out o f my 
class until they understand the 
material completely'': some of 
you are going to fail.
" I like to think my doss is 
challenging": most of you are go­
ing to fail.
*’/  don't grade on a curve": all 
of you are going to fail.
"  ... now, does everybody 
understand": is anybody awake? 
If so. nod.
M en to W o M :
"Hey beautiful, can I  buy you a 
drink ": 1 wsmt to sleep with you. ^
"Wow, you look sharp today. ": 
1 want to sleep with you.
"Did you get that last problem 
on the math homework ": I want 
to sleep with you and get a good 
grade in math.
Women to Men:
*7 Just want to be Good 
Friends": Get you hands off my 
body.
"fVo**.l)No.
2) Maybe.
•  3) Yes.
Foundation to Student:
“ We’re non-profit ... really’’: 
We don’t have to pay taxes on all 
the money we make.
PoHtkian to PnhHc:
" I f offered a post by my oppo­
nent, I  will decline.": I haven’t 
been offered anything yet.
KMs to Parents:
" I need a cost o f living in- 
creau": Cork and Bottle has 
raised their price on Schaffer 
Beer.
Parent^ to KMs:
"N o " : No (parents always say 
what they mean.
SAVE 10-35% AT EL CORRAL ?l 
ITS LIKE A DREAM COME 
TRUE!!
1 ^ ^ '^  * i
Annual
Graduation Sale 
June 9-13
Save 10-35%* on your favorite items 
at El Corral Bookstore.
*Dttring the sale you save up to 35% 
on Selected M erchandise from all 
areas of the store. In addition, you save 
35 % off the publishers suggested retail 
price on all Hardbound Best Seller 
books including the latest from Bill 
Cosby and Joan Rivers.
♦Save 20% off the lowest marked price 
on most Clothing, Gifts, Greeting 
C ards, School Supplies, Paper 
Goods, C raft Supplies, Jewelry, 
Drafting & Technical Equipment. *
•
♦Save 10%, from the publishers 
suggested retail, on nearly all Leisure 
Reading and Reference Books and 
a big 20% off on our full selection of 
Notebooks, Sporting Goods, Art 
Supplies, Stationerpr, Cal Poly 
Imprinted Merchandise, and many, 
many more items from our regular stock.
H urry, while selection i i  good, 
this sale is limited to our existing 
stock.
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t~ The Ramona Depot, right, 
was bullt In 1889 by the 
Suuthbrn Pacific Railroad Co. 
This train stop Is all that Is 
left of the luxurious Ramona 
Hotel, which hosted United 
States presidents William  
McKinley and Theodore 
Roosevelt. The hotel was 
destroyed by fire In 1905.
The Kündet Medical Build* 
Ing, below, was built in 1956. 
> It is the only building In San 
Luis Obispo designed by the 
world-renowned architect 
Frank Lloyd Wright.
The SInshelmer Bros. Build­
ing, right below, was built In 
1874. It boasts the only cast- 
iron facade In the county, cast 
in San Francisco and 
transported to San Luis 
,r, Obispo by ship.
The First Presbyterian 
Church, bottom, was built In 
1905 using granite brought to 
the site from a quarry on 
Bishop Peak. The rails from 
the  o ld  quarry  t ra in
can still be seen on the peak.
Li,*-'
r v -
r Photos by 
Tom Anderson
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Records set at NCAA track finals
IND IANA POLIS (A P ) — 
Wisconsin Conch Peter Tcgen 
j  told Stephanie Hertost to make 
her move earlier than scheduled, 
and the sophomore smartly 
responded to  the unexpected 
sifnal to set collegiate and meet 
records in the women’s 10,000- 
. meter race in the NCAA Outdoor I Track and Field Championships.
“Coach gave the go-ahead (to 
move into the lead), but it was 
one lap earlier than it should 
have been,”  Herbst explained 
Wednesday night gfter being 
clocked in 32 minutes, 32.7S se­
conds.
“They (the race officials) were 
off on the laps," said the 20- 
year-old sophomore from Chaska, 
I Minn. “When I found out, I was 
scared to death.
“1 just said to myself that 1 
had to keep on going. It didn’t 
make a difference physically, but 
it did psychologically.”
Herbst, the Big Ten Con­
ference champion at 3,000 and 
10,000 meters, seized the lead 
with about 1,500 meters remain­
ing and pulled away to win by 
about 95 meters.
Before that, Herbst had ^  been 
keeping pace with seniors 
Christin^. McMiken of Oklahoma 
Sute and Ellen Reynolds of 
Duke at the front of the 24- 
women field. McMiken held on 
for second place in 32:51.71 and 
Reynolds wound up third in 
32:52.72.
The previous collegiate record 
of 32:36.2 was set by Kathy 
Ormsby of North Carolina State
FANTASTIC
$100
SALE NOW  
IN  PROGRESS
ON SPCCUL GROUP OF
MEN’S  & WOMEN’S
SHOES
Buy tw o pair. Pay current price 
fo r  m ore expensive pair, 
second pair is only
$ i O O
This special group of shoes consists of 
discontinued styles and broken size runs. 
Quantities and sixes limited to stock on hand.
No exchanges or r ^ n d s  on these shoes.
I FINE SHOES
SB '  894 HICUERA, SLO S S ,«»:,,
’"»smooTtwjUBM«/«.» Iw T iT * * *
in April and the old meet record 
of 32:43.81 was esubUshed by 
Kathy Hayes of Oregon in 1984.
The 10,000 was the only final 
in Wednesday’s long program 
that included mostly qualifying 
and trials, and was delayed at 
the start for more than two and 
a-half hours by severe thunder­
showers and lightning. The foul 
weather forced postponement of 
the hammer throw qualifying 
until today,, when there are no 
finals except for the women’s 
heptathlon.
After the first four events of 
the heptathlon, Jolanda Jones of 
Houston was the leader with 
3,435 points, followed by Eva 
Karblom of Brigham Young with 
3,385 and Conny EckI of 
Washington Slate with 3,375.
Jones had the best perfor­
mances in two events Wednes­
day, clearing 6 feet in thehigh 
jump uid running 24.62 in the 
200-mAer dash. ^
Cheryl Wilson of Louisiana 
State, fourth after the first day 
with 3,341 points, set a meet 
record in the heptathlon 100- 
meter high hurdles, clocking 
13.64.
Texas Christian’s 400-meter 
relay team of Roscoe Tatum, 
Andrew Smith, Byron Morrow 
and Greg Scholars posted the 
fastest time in the world this 
year, 38.56, in winning its heat 
and advancing to Friday’s final.
Regina Cavanaugh of Rice, the 
th re e - tim e  N CAA in d o o r  
women’s shot put champion and 
the defending outdoor champion, 
smashed the meet record twice 
during qualifying. Cavanaugh’.s 
best throws among her three 
tosses were 57-2W and 57-6V4, 
breaking the NCAA mark of 56-8 
set by Ramona Pagel of San 
Diego State in 1984.
Correction
A cutline in the Thursday 
edition of Mustang Daily in­
correctly reported that the 
women’s volleyball team lost 
the NCA^ Western Regional 
quaterfinal match to San 
Jose State. In fact, the 
Mustangs lost the match to 
University of Padfle.
USFL-NFL lawsuit gets 
heated over TV contract
NEW YORK (AP) — Jim 
Spence, the former senior 
vice-president o f ABC Sports, 
continued to deny he was 
ever preuured by the NFL to 
abort the network’s contract 
with the USFL or to keep'^the 
young league off television in 
thefaU.
The former second-in- 
command to Roone Arledge 
at ABC underwent an often 
hostile grilling Wednesday by 
USFL a tto rn e y  Harvey 
Myerson. At one point, the 
questioning becan\e. so heated 
that Myerson literally snat­
ched a docum ent from  
Spence’s hand.
Spence will be followed as a 
witness by Neal Wilson, the 
president of CBS SporU, as 
Myerson continues to hone in 
on the NFL’s relationships 
with the networks.
Television is the central 
issue in the SI.5 billion an­
titrust suit — one of the 
USFL’s primary demands is 
that the NFL be ordered off 
at least one of the three ma­
jor networks. The 4-year-old 
leage, which had a contract 
with ABC for spring football, 
has so far been unable to get 
a network contract for its 
switch from spring to fall.
During Wednesday’s ses­
sion , Spence repeated ly  
responded “ No,” to a series
of questions implying that 
the USFL’s problems with 
the network stemmed from 
NFL preuure.
A typical exchange came 
when Myerson asked Spence: 
“ After the contract with the 
USFL was signed, did you 
have a conversation with .Mr. 
Arledge about putting' the 
USFL on in the faU?”
“ Yes,”  Spence replied. 
“ Didn’t Mr. Arledge tell 
you that if ABC entered into 
a fall contract with the 
USFL, the NFL would have a 
negative reaction?”  Myerson 
asked.
“ No,”  Spence said. “ From 
the beginning we never had 
any intention of putting the 
USFL on in the fan.”
Spence did admit that as a 
courtesy, he informed Val 
Pinchbeck, the NFL’s Direc­
tor of Broadcasting, when 
ABC first contemplated sign­
ing with the USFL in the spr­
ing of 1982. And he said he 
later |poke to Pinchbeck 
when^ the USFL was con­
templating moving to the fall.
But he said the only nega­
tive reaction he got was that 
“ Val Pinchbeck told me that 
some of the NFL owners were 
less than enamored of it.”
Next Spence will be qus- 
tioned by NFL lawyer Frank 
Rothman.
Fehr suggests third league 
for cities without baseball
NEW YORK (AP) — Don Fehr, 
the executive director of the Ma­
jor League Baseball Players 
Association, is calling for all the 
cities seeking expansion fran­
chises to form a third league if 
baseball refuses to give them a 
team or even a deHnitive answer, 
according to published reportt.
“ I would like to see these cities 
and people come together, talk to 
one another and, in essence, 
make the decision that ought to 
have been made long ago,”  said 
Fehr, who was quoted in Thurs­
day’s editions of USA Today.
Fehr said the cities should take 
an attitude of: “ We’d like to do 
something with major-league 
baseball if that’s possible. But if 
it isn’t, there are enough cities 
out there, we don’t need you 
(Major League BasebaU).”  '
Several c ities including  
W a s h in g to n , D e n v e r, I n ­
dianapolis, Miami, Buffalo, N.Y., 
Tampa. Fla., and New Orleans 
have expressed interest in ‘ob­
taining a club in the past.
$4»99 and th ii coupon 
ItuM f  la% ^ f  item  ^
5H-J233
m i m i i o e  C A u m
D aily
* 5pm  -1 2  mid.
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SAE GRADS
CITIZEN GOOBER, CHIMP, KLANQ 
GATOR, WILEY, QUARTS, SHOVELER, 
TOOOLER, HUEY, MARCO COACH, 
CHESTER, BLOCKHEAD, THUMBS AND 
CHEETAH. GONGRATULATIONS.
PHI ALPHA, THE BROS OF SAE
“ 'SAILOR’S BALL
LETS PARTY MATES OH YEAH 
ARETOUOOtNO?lll
SCHOOL OF ARCH, and B O n 
BTUDOIT S»M TB VACANCY 
Nomkiallona May EOUuna 9 
campalgnkM Jurto SUurw 10 
Elaetn Juno S^ktlo dagL offloa.
SIGMA CHI
Thanka 80 much for tho 
aorondodo Mon nllo. H waa 
alotofluni 
With Zola lova. Bua
SCHOOL OF ARCN, and B O ir  
STUOBNT SENATE VACANCY 
Nomkiadono May aOJuiw 3 
oampaIgnbM Juno SUuna 10 
Eloein JufW S^kilo dopt olfloa.
WARNINOI Moaolooeanbahaaafdoua 
to your haaNh A to your aoodamlo 
futural Proof of knmunteatlon Muot 
ba provWad or you CANNNOT laglotor 
for olaaaoo naat Spring Qtr.
Call tho HaaNh Contar at 540-1211 
fordataSa.
QT PHOMHOMS 
IT ¥rON*r BE THE SAME HERE
«RTHOVTVOU.
LOVB.SW.
TO THE FISHBOWL 
You mada quNa a aplaah thua 
yaar. Kaap aadmmingl
- Luv, Abalona.
TO THE MEN 5  WOMEN OF CASH: 
IT'S BEEN WILDI MAY GRADUATION 
BE AS EXCITINO AS THE ADVISOR 
REPORTI BON BOYASE CHUCKI
YOU GUYS ARE AWE8 0 ME,THANKS 
FOR EVERYTHINQI HAD A GREAT 
YEAR I WONT FORGET LOVE MARCUS.
Would Mw to CortMtulato Ita 
GRADSI You aia all awaaoma, 
aitd aN thooa you laavo bahkKi 
wHt mlaayoul
ALL-GREEK PRAYER BREAKFAST 
SATURDAY, JUNE 7 S-10-S0AM 
FACULTY DINING ROOM S3.00 
SPEAKER: DAVID R. WHITE
CONGRATULATIONS TO EXOmogao 
NEW INITIATBB Groat thlrtga ara con 
our way IN HOC, Tho AotIvaa
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
praoantdSa
GREEK OF THE YEAR AWARD 
to
JEFF TOLLS 
Of
DELTA TAU
for outatandkig dadtoaHon 5  aarvica
WouM aloo Nka to Congratulalo aH of Ha 
Graduating Banloia on a lantaatic |obl 
Good kiokln tho "Roal world".
TdiF ii
DELTA TAU • LOWER FORTY 
VET ANOTHER LIVE BANOt
BORORfriEB GET PSYCHED, DERBY 
DAYS COMINO NEXT YEAR. Hava a 
OraatSuaunor LOVSEXOmoga
TSRMINSTÂB
CONGRATULATION ON MITMTIONI 
WE WELCOME YOU TO OUR HEARTS 
THE BROTHERS OF 
SAE
-HELPPREVBlTAFAhNLYI 
BEU MS YOUR 3 EXTRA QRAÔ 
TICKETBITHANNSI KAREN: SBS3042 
OR STUART: B4B0136
nWEMONEY 
IF YOU GIVE ME A RIDE FROM 
SAN DIEOOTOBLbON IS JUNE 
CAU.JIMATS4B0172
MUBICIANB- Tha IMoty RIvor band la 
. Wa naod a lamala vooaHot and 
Exp. halpful, not vital. Eric
NEB0 E0  FOR FAU QUARTBR 
CAU S4BS44S OR S44SS1S
DELIVERY FEiWON, Non'a Pina S 
Paali now hklng dttvara, fuN A part tima. 
Muot havB own oar. Inquka al 1017 
Moniaiay,BLO
RiIntafaNlaanaiB naodad fpr ApL lun 
novara. PuNUmo la Juno 1S  BMW. Inquka 
In paraoa Woodalda Apta. 200 N Santa 
Roaa BL BLO. No oaNo ploaaa
1. Inquka ht pataon. No 
Woodalda Apia. 200 N Sa
SLO
OasimmiER----
JOBS
Mb TEACN:
Raarard for kilo or lalum ol r 
alono "STATMTICS" S 
acIPICE", Now otudonto dapand on 
lhomlS4S «70SIB4S2B34
n f mNakig wood 
 "COMPUTER
AmdakirAmkarSIlO
Computar MonNorSBB014t
SUSAN 6JTTU 8- )
ALL I CAN SAY n  THANKS.
„.THINQSTO DO TODAY, DROOPY 
ORAWBIS. 8ERO, GOLD WATCH, CFM, 
a FOOLS, THE CREDa CARO, 3 MON- 
TANOL LOVE ALWAYS, THE DUMMEST 
BOYFRIENO YOU EVER HAD.
fiai
You ara tha boat roomota 
and Irtond avarl Thanka for 
a giaat yoarl Lovo M and K.
dalANonapNea 
beddng aoNa on aeN at 30%  oR 
for mondi of May only at Boa Bom 
at Anda Baach. ________________
GRAD TICKETI NEEDED P L lÂ B r 
CALL 544<IS0S or544SS7S
TO THE SIX 5  JULES OAJSC 
THANKS FOR A GREAT YEAR GOOD 
LUCKONFINALS. THE LATE KMR
WANTED Good 10 apaad I 
BUNK BED MOTORÜKEf
CRAFTY PEOPLE 
NOWIatlwtkim togatyourolaaa 
pra|aota dona balom aummar. Stop 
by tha emit oantor UU111. Wo hova 
laMa aow, bha photo A color lab, ate 
woodworking, Mka ropak, akkaoiaan.
BoauL gang Arab goL 0 yra.
Mual oak, S900oaHMMOBI
CANOE
Solo, whWawatar oanoa. XLNT 
uaod onoa. lATBtobo 543S1S7
Daaka 143 ooffaa tablaa 325 andtablaa 
$13 3x3 ahoNoo 385 Showroom 541-19SS
DRAFTINO TABLE 24X33 INI 
GREAT CONOmON STANDS 30 IN.
325 OBO CALL JM  ^ ^4S133
FOR SALES COUCH M bSTSEU CAa 
KAREN EVES. 54SS4n  HELP!
BROS OF TKE wont to wlah all fralara 
and IH dodo tho boat of LUCK on FINALS 
and anjoyabla aummaia. Soa you ad In
thafadi
Do kou want ad your dapoait baok? 
CALLSartouaCatpatCam 541-3433
Doaayaurhouaafaptifrfarapalr7 
Gat your aaauitty dapoait baokl 
Cad MoWILLIAMB CONSTRUCTION 
Studant ownadtopamtod 613 3SSB
FREEWELLALMOSn 
Tuna your car upbatom aummar 
od changao, lubo loba, can ba ooay 
atop by tha ASI Hgt|lw Garago noar 
tha antranoa lo  Poly Canyon. Opan 
dady or cad 54S 2435.
OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTB 
aooopa tor a faw daya. Stop by tho 
E aca^ Routo UU 112 and ohaok out 
aornoaqulprnant baokpaoka, oqnoao, 
wktdourflng or T It oouW ba fun 11
STRE8S<HffT I oan halpl OaidBad 
maaaaga, otudont rato Jkn 541-23B4
"A " Papam como kom Linda Btookl 
Laaar Typaaat Raauma 318 541-3BB3
ORAD TICKETS FOR SALE 
CAU JJLAT54Vd04d
GRAO TICKETS 330 aa 5434325 Boal lo 
oadavantoga
ORAD TICKETS FOfil sal !  I
4 TICKETS AVAIL. 54S031S
dUkCBITOBN dWMORY UPGRADES
S1SK317B-9 MagSCALL 
FudyOuarantoad oad for appi 
MCBNuvoLaba 54S57B5
MOVING MUST SELL FURNITUREI 
LOVESEAT 340. TWIN BED WITH BUILT- 
IN DRAWERS. 3S0, CHAIR 320 OR BEST 
OFFER. GOOD C ^O m O N . CAU 541- 
2084
MUST SEUI Oak Drooaar 330. Doak 315. 
Matul bookoaoa 310 Cad 542S210
Own your own tarmktal and modrim 
Cad Rmrdy at 643 3583 attar 6pm 
3300 obo.
ZENITH TV BLACK/WHfTE 
13 IN. SCREEN 12 YRS. OLD 
335OBO CAU  Jdd 544S12B
IProeaaaing 
Claaolflod Computar, 7S3 f 
54S0321
o d d ^ - r r 544 S43a 0 uad^tw«d 
farm papara, prafaaalonal 
'0  ^quiidty laaar pitndng.1
For axpart wordprooaoairtg, oall 
SUPERS EC 433-1434 avaahrknda. Cam- 
puaPAJ
2 GRAD TICKETS 4 SALE CAU 
ALAT543S373
4 YRB OF OUR UVESCHEAPI YARD 
SALE 437 Marah Sat 3 «  From Fab him to 
funky laaMona S a mopadi
[YAMAHA CASO 
OnlyTmenSwoWI 
Groat Condmon 5430343
ilUSrSELL460NIQHTNAWK
OVERNIGf IT SERVICE toauadyl 
31 J a p s  lyptoal, Laada 5433063
RBRWOROHliocfcBBdIQANOTYPtNO 
EtONAk MAat; 3 amS pm; 5442331
SAVE ktONEYI PROFESSIONAL WORD 
IWOCBBBOR WdU TYPE YOUR PAPBI 
Spad Chaak Oom-
M O P ^ I OWNER, 
lOOfBinON
C03IB0 NUPPDR 
BVOAFWLNOBOmsB
BEFORB^ FMALBi IvñnnrfinfAéBBiáL BÉiifon '
ñnsM LEABEi m o jic S ÍS 5 r o 54B s 8s
Good CuiidBluii 3SB0 
KRM54S24S3
IdTSMOttNBÀCANE
LOWkNLBABS,OOOD<
1200 543 3303 LAURA
10S3 FUCHMOMDWltHHELMET 
ANOGASCAN 317B54BSBM JOHN.
31FUCH MAXI FOR SALE 3275 
PHONE CLARK S4BB4»
34 HONDA BOOOTERllS
Maha 10 ipE-Schwinn VartHy 
Good oond. 380544S372
NI8HIKI MBfB lO S P tìb  350 or boat of- 
fa r54S4325
10 apd Sohwktn Vamìly-Sxoal cond 
Grual 4 Campflown 3125 obo. XS473
AttandonOmduatatl ISSI 
MoKla RX7 OS 51000 Mdao 
AC 5opd Sun roof AM-FM oaaa. 
3338 Cad 54S-123S
01 OLDS amad oar 215 VS30K mllo 
claaalo vary cm.CadSam54SS113
GREAT PRICE
1373 HONDA CIVIC »DOOR VERSITILE 
CARI NEEDS A LITTLE ENQINK 
ORK. 3800obo. CHRIS 544 2433
IChavy
uotood.
72 VW SUPERBEETLE XLNT CONO. SOM 
RBLT A U  RECE 1320 54BS2S1
SHR YEAR LEASE ISO! 
mo. In houoA IFa nooL Cad ma 54SS7S7
CHEAP CHEAP CHEAP BO CAN SPDfD 
EXTRA MONEY ON BEER BUMMER SUB 
FURNWHS0 1 BLK TO POLY 544-7850
(«neok TIES own ~
ITa 
ib iL aa f
PLEASE OAUI
CHRISTIAN FE 
Bum. andlor n 
SISOknaCadTo
RMMT NBEOSff' lor
,ii,X
CONOO POR BUMMER 
2 CHRISTIAN FEMALES TO SHARE 
RM. 3100 EA. CAU  KATHY549-1302
FfbtWANTBD IN SEE CYN HOUSE 
OWN ROOM SHR BATH MUST SEE 
170 bwL utH. Jaool 133-7400
Fad 2 bn a 
Uaa5444780 Avad.
hugh rm 2 
ML mwVloo.
bd( to Po^.
FEMIM4MT wantid any. Pool, 
fumlahad houaa by Bataway 
SlOQimo. 5412023CATHY.
Fornaio roommate 31S7J0knondi at Juno 
nloa A pi pool wM 5444903 Sua
FEMAUUBUMMER SUBLET SHARE ONE 
ROOM. 140knnL Cad Judo 3272570
FEMALE SFd M8TR BDRM GRT H8É 
MICRO/DSWSH/BKYRD/FRPLCiGRG/ 
disonno. MBLakaarao Now. 54S2B01
Fm oowd own room
Laguna Laka arts 'waaharfdiy or Mg 
yard miotowavo 3228/mo 5492351
Graat 1 bdrm apti lllod  f rmmt lor aum 
oub. Pool fdbachl. low util., laundry, 
oloaa, WMl vary elaan. For mom Info call 
5432733
GREAT HOUSE 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED 
to ahora BIG room SrrMfFaST? Call now 
543 3020
GREAT OPPORTiMifTY 
2 CHRMTIAN FML RUTS YVANTEO 
tar LAGUNA LAKE HOUSE ^ m . 
MICRO OSVfH NICE BACKYARD AVAR. 
NOW 3442749
HELP!
Mala noado piaoo for next yaar. Own 
room eloao to Poly profanad. Ptaaoa oaH 
Ed.5433262 ~
TOGE ROOM
to aham n
m In graol
room lor
aummar Otr. Hugo roo
Fkaplaoo, akyUghw and baloony ki room. 
Oablo, wohrMryr, micro, oto. 3i 50 moJ 
oboFloaoacaa KlratonS4BS947.
Largo oondo. 2 oar gar, patio, fp,dw 
totaihr him and olooa to town.
Want mop mala who appraelalaa a 
nkw placa. Ad youm ter aumrrwr. 
33BSmo phM UtH and dap. 541-0332
»TAKES rr_  941-1337.
LOBOBOBMAYWOOD- 
Naw homo for 0 paopla. Avadabla ASAP. 
Pudy fumlohad, wM, oaMo, parttal 
utHRIaa. Rant aiarta aa low aa 3130 up to 
3210 Cad Roalo at 5433923 anytkna Info.
Naod own mom In houaa ihN aummorf 
lad, aloaa to oampua. Cad Tart 5440547.
NEED TWO MfF TO SHARE ROOM FOR 
SUMMER IH NICE CONDO WITM 2 
FUU BATH, GARAGE, WASHfORY 
MICRO ETC, RENT NEGOTIABLE ASK 
FOR SHAWN OR AMY5442283.
NOT A SUBLEASE; bnmaauRdo, muot aoa 
to ^j|walBto. Own mom opon Juna 13
OWwteOMPk^BMRorbavoiñdÍñ 
Rouoa MANY XTRAB BEET OFR B4BB449
Own room avaltabN In hwnlahad oondo. 
(Fomalo|321(Mnoyr.laaoo S4327B1
ROOM FOR RENT 12  PEOPLE 
CALL54430B3
ROOMMATES NEEDED M/F otart Fall 
In condo, wM, diahwaahar, (aocuzzl, 
oad 5412412
I A Rm. Laundry roam aalor T.V., 
I yard B aua daaka. Far 
load Tkn. 544 dSdlaaaa
SUMMBt SUBLEASE FOR 1 FEM. POOL 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 5492944
1337 KARMAN OHM OONV XLNT BODY 
AND MBOH 549 2334 S4B0120
Impala 3980.74 Honda 930 3¿ E
SUMMER SUBLET -MURRAY ST STN. 
FBd RMMTE TO SHARE 1 BDRM AFT. 
FOOL. BBO, LNORY, WALK TO POLY 
SlSOkno 5492083
SUMMER SUBLET h Ug E ROOM 
PRIVATE BATH SHARE 312088 5441223
Summer Sublet $100
1 BLK FROM FOLY 5412027
SdSMtERBUBLiiM 
VBtVCLOSETOCAMPUB , 
120OBONOUTN.ITISS 
CAU BRET 04B2192.
TWO MALE ROOMMATES WEEDÌÒ iò  
SHARE MASTER BEDRM 37 YEAR 
BEAUTIFUL HOUBEMAB FMEFIACE- 
WASHfORY-OISHWABHER-2 CAR 
OARAGB4 TUDV 5  MORE. SISOfMO 
CAU EDO OR MARK AT 9442731
TWO Stnala roonw avad. Juno,
3 I32G21Ì  par inuiidi. Houaa ctoaa 
to Paly. Cad 5112333__________________
PWUHe rQOffwfwie rweœv ree ee
Condo 9 mdaa from PMy 39M par 
idoMIB434íM0Poly monihutÍB.Irtohidodoadl
1 Ml to ahr BIG rm 4 aumaumflad 
im daloCP.fum 'd. MaybaoamRoom 
Hama Your ronti Cad Frad 541-9032
1 OR 2 FEMALE RMMT8  NEEDED TO 
SHARE CONOO FOR NQT YEAR.
9FSMALBB NEEOE0 2 M RE ROOM, 
nloa, naar PMy. wator paid, bbq, TV 
quIoL unhimlahodCad, 5432111
wryd-Cadual
M and 1 aharod opan ihia 
mff 314021B3. Lg houaa
2 rmmw naadad wfoam roamtoath 
FOOL SPA wM Fumlahod Bummar 
only ITSkno 5412394 Chrla
2FRMTS FALL OWN ROOM 280 SHARE 
140 LgLK 5432130 NANCY
2RMT8  needed for aummar ortly 
3180 mo utlla pd. to aham, many 
«trae Norma 8492103 or 843 4 <83
3 M roommataa now through aummar. 
NICE HOUSE ALL FURN waalVdry 
3i90mo. Muat aaa, cad 841-5427
A groat SUMMER SUBLET! Famala aham 
room ki a SPACIOUS HOUSE. Only 
dlOOknonthl
PLEASE CAU  Barbam 8430754 
(Laava maaaaga d not homo)
A NICE 2 BOR DUPLEX APT. NEAR OP 
380001)5113111
A NICE 3 BR 2 BATH HOUSE CLOSE TO 
FOLY F.P. GARAGE 31000.5442444
APT for aunwnor, 2 bdrm, him for 4, near 
Poly.dSOOnno. 5492517.
Avoid tha ruahl Raaarva a atudio 
ap i new tor next yaar. Ctoaa to 
Cal Poly. Cad 5412347 afiar 5pm.
BEST OFFER SUMMER SUBLET OYVN 
ROOM CALL 5442031 orS4S2064
CONDO
Thafa rightt Quiat 5  Aftordabla for 
aummar naar YMCA disonno 
oad 8«  4233.
FAU APT. at Murray S t Station. Gmat 
view on thkd floor right naxt to dock, roal 
quIcL 1 bdrm for 2, turn. Pod, laundry
FEM SHARE ROOM IN NICE OONDO 
Wf MICRO 5  FIREPLACS2190f OBO 
CALL849-7T0S. ______________________
Fo^ Sale: Muatong Vdlaga Summer Corv 
tmoL PiNuto Studio, in o  5  dapoait 
Juna 1 - Aug 90. Enwigwnoy. CaH 203- 
5943173.
GOOD DÉALI Own room In houaa 
ter aummar. muat aaal 941-3327
Have the w?K>le 
place to yourself
32285no teohidteg udL A muat aaa. I 
CIN MabBa home park apinToad Di 
5492335or9492732
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The year in crime: 
a Cal Poly update
By Rebecca H aaacr
staff WflMf
During the p u t  two quarters. Mustang Daily has reported 
on arresu' which have occurred on campus. The following is a 
summary of the legal action which h u  taken place since the in­
itial arresu were reported.
Aeronautical engineering major Mark David Pick, who was 
arrested on Jan. 25 for drunk driving, w u fined S680, sentenced 
to serve two days in County Jail, w u  ordered to attend traffic 
school and w u  put on driving probation for three years.
Charges were dismissed by the San I^uis Obispo District At­
torney’s Office against Paul D. Tye, an agricultural manage­
ment major, who w u  arrested for suspected burglary on Much 
I. Tye w u  drrested for allegedly attempting to break into a 
walk-in refrigerator on the loading docks behind Vista Grande 
Restaurant. /
Political science, ihajor Jennifer T. Sanders, who w u  urested 
for drunk driving on M uch 1, w u  sentenced to serve two days 
in County Jail, pay a S680 fine, w u  put on driving probation for 
three years and w u  ordered to attend traffic school.
Glenn S. Morrisson, a metallurgical engineering major, w u 
arrested for drunk driving on Feb. 3. He w u  senteiKed to serve 
two days in County Jgil, pay a $680 fine, attend traffic school 
and w u put on driving probation for three years.!'
The District .Attorney’s Office dismissed'' arson charges 
against architecture graduate student M uco Amador on the 
condition that he return to Costa Rica, where he is «.fitizen. 
Amadoii^wu arrested on April 29 for allegedly setting fire to a 
trash dumpster on the Engineering West Patio.
Floyd F. Harrell, 19, w u  found not guilty to charges of 
possession of stolen property. Harrell w u urested on Much 20 
after a Cal Poly student discovered his backpack w u  stolen 
from the Robert E. Kennedy Library and gave a list of missing 
textbooks to one of the book buy-back dealers in front of El 
Corral Bookstore. "
Management professor Bill Aussieker, who w u  arrested on 
charges of child molestation May 1 and w u  scheduled to be ar­
raigned in San Luis Municipal Court June 2, had his arraign­
ment date postponed until June 9.
Retiring faculty
GrC and architecture profs say goodbye
By Julie Brandt 
Last in a series
JOSEPH TRUEX
Graphic communication professor Joseph Truex 
is retiring after 32 years at Cal Poly.
Truex h u  taught technical courses in composi­
tion. typograghy, press, design and graphic u ts  
photography and management courses in quality 
control, printing management and estimating.
Truex h u  seen many changes on campus, from 
an all-male unversity to a co-ed university. Truex 
said in the early years when the campus w u  small 
instuctors wore many hats, but u  it grew in­
structors became more specialized.
Truex has seen many changes take place in 
graphic commmunication. The highly-skilled area 
h u  become more advanced with computers.
Truex said he would like to see a closer liaison 
between industry and the university system. He 
said he would also like to see the deputment hire
a qualified female instructor, one who h u  a 
m uter’s degree with experience in the field. He 
believes a women’s point of view in the depart­
ment would be beneficial. ^
Every summer for the last 20 yeus tru e x  h u  
visited numerous industries across the state in 
order to study current methods of production. He 
brings the knowledge he gains from these 
organizations back to Cal Poly.
Truex h u  been faculty adviser for Mat Pica Pi 
for 20 years. He had the annual Print Week 
dedicated to him in 1983 and at the beginning of 
this year he received the Meritorious Performance 
and Professional Promise awgra.**
Truex said his future plaiu include being a con­
sultant on the West C ou t and settling down in 
Ufe.
KENNETH HAGGARD
Architecture professor Kenneth Haggard is 
retiring after 19 yean on campus in order to 
devote more time to his private practice and to do 
research.
Haggard h u  mostly uught courses in design, 
from city planning to graduate planning.
Haggard said he has seen Cal Poly change from 
a poor boy school to a modem-type Ivy league 
school in a California way. “ It (Cal*Poly) h u  
become a politically popular school for people in 
certain persuuions, mostly new weathly conser­
vatives,’’ he said.
Haggvd said he h u  seen the vchitecture 
department become leu interdisciplinary.
He said he h u  been an advocate for more 
resevch on campus and that when he first started 
teaching here reseuch w u  not considered. 
Research is necessary in the vchitecture depvt-
ment to keep current in the field, said Haggvd. 
“ It always seems rathv absurd that levn by do­
ing is supposed to be the motto and it applies to 
everyone but faculty.’’
Haggard opened an architecture practice in 
1977 and since that time h u  been teaching and 
doing resevch at the same time.
Haggard has been involved with various activi­
ties while dn campus. In I97^he headed the first 
pusive solar house in California and shortly after 
he and Philip Niles from mechanical engineering 
wrote “ Pauive Solv Handbook” for the Energy 
Commission. He h u  been involved with the 
Renewable Energy Institute. Concerned Cal Poly 
Faculty and Suff, CODES, Academic Senate and 
various committees.
H^iggard said his time at Cal Poly has been 
stimulating, fun and exciting.
Ms»i#r Bdrm tor rent yr taaoe 
I 2 PMlple M/F <200 mo. w uN dryer 
^friguishwulMr.4yr. oM houae.
I ‘'>>-sgimaLakeMM54M14g
MASTER BEOnOOM W/BATH4129tmo.Like tmnniopiv, 544^638
NAME YOOfl PRICE-VERV CMgA« 
Summw sublet- New Townlwueel
la ’Njs.'siSiftifiSi.s*
NEkU SUMMER APT
I ^ m s r  only Pie( cloee Poly 
I ^  room wW sublet 
I ^  or msoasaoe SMrtey M I-1744.
I '•®- counW  HoSii
WBOhUt D6P.
I water for rent •ris-rns 4g1-2013
l^^^i^tUMINggOfMHgCFuiRNIote
|o> SPACE FOR INFO CALL644-71W
M N0M > IMUm  grART 
"747/1 C A U U Igglg
for  j^NT: NN^ HOUte 1
!«<SS4&5US
•n room In nloe beuM  «.g a v  
.V -^ ^ jh iw m ii sublet t 7M  m a 
«  Steve 77» e i» i
IhOOMI
Pvt room, avaH summer, mile Irom 
PIsmo Dunes tiOBImo. Eve 481-3736
ROOM FOR RENT. Stan 8-16 tfirouflli 
next yev. Month to mo. lease. 212 mo. 
prívate rm In houae. Can be shared. Nloe 
area In 8LO. 6448848.
ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F OWN ROOM 
$286 3 BDRM HOUSE AVAIL. JUNE 1 
541-2619
STUDENT HOU8INQ AT ITS BESTI 
2 BDRM 2 BATH FURNISHED C0 ND06  
KIT DISHWASHER POOL REC ROOM 
ON SITE MANAGEMENT WALK TO 
POLY 78STBINER ST. 6488666 
FOR INFO
Sum. sub. hilly hita new 2 bdrm 
WaabMry many xtru  100 yds from Poly
fTSImoAm. let m g dap. M I-3034_______
SUM.aU8UtTAtMMrre»8 Ljltpdóñ 
1 B dnatertS13M iia64B88SB _______
BUM. SUBLET OWN RM, <BOR HOUSE
M. Laguna Labs asM SITMna B4487I6 
BUM SUBLET f  RMS M AWBBOME HB
CLOSE TO POLY. SITS g  180 NCa CALL
M1-48M
SUMMER SUBLET 
Shared Room 2 girls 166 aa  1 , 
BLOCK FROM I ^ Y  Luxury home 
weehar, dryer, dishwasher, VCR 
Non Smoking 6448677 Diana
Summer rentsL One bedroom, BBQ, 
Pool ree rm. $380hnnlh. 64B2372
SUMMER and/or FALL RsntaLChaap 
BeauUfuHy remodeaed housalll 
CeM Rachael at 64B0663
SUMMER SUBLET Own room for rent In 
houae. 6 min. away. Pumlahad, Jacuzzi, 
etc. $129Ano MIKE 9438187
SUMMER SUBLEASE 
OWN ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 
CLOBETOPOLY S176MONTH 
CALL 8444431
Summer subM  -PLUSH- own reowLand 
bath, baautlW surroundfeiga SlSS/ma w  
beat offer Ca8 8488488________________
Summer aubIsoM 8100 a monOL Share a 
room oloaa la carapua CMI 84338B8 v  
9438288
SUMMER SUBLET Oem mom In houM 10 
mm. away, hot tub, «raptacSb f 
WaaMdry8l0884l478S
M V  P own room In fo v  Sdr houaa 1 
oboavuBaMa now CaB 8444a iJ a n
SUMMER SUBLET 
New Fu8y Fumlahad Condo; Fkplc 
Waah/dry, Dlahwash, Mloiwv, Ctoaa 
To Polyl Two spots For Msir Bdrm 
$190nnoÆaHao-8oott-04B3420.
SUMMER SUBLET 8130hnonth 
Own Room m 4Adrm Townhouse 
2 1/2Ba«i Free H20 Brad 6444886.
SUMMER SUBLET 3 BOR Fumlahed 
oondo wt POOL aundeok, g u  BBQ. In 
Laguna Lake. Singla 8  vw ied Snag. 
Gordon 6448877
SikMMtBATH CLOSE TO PO Lr 
CALLM448M  880BMO
SUMI .SUBLET
Up to 4 girla ndiSIM hijent a large 3 Bd 2 
I ff bath TownhoMql^rgo private .front 
yard and balcony privata laundry and 
Ctoaa to Poly Rant nagotlabla Contact 
oNon or Lynda 6468888 or 6468442.
BUMMER ROOMATB18H1 v OTn 
BBAUTMUL LAOUNA LAKE HOUSE 
LARGE ROOM 81188aa aa  841-4788.
1, 2 M to aublaaaa. Share room na 
downtown 81298110 Ian or Jkn 6438837
BUMMER THRU NEXT YEAROHSAP 2P
to ahaM rm-10 mm waic from 
Mcyd64M 062
SUMMER SUBLET^
2 BDRM APT.
BUNK BED INCL  
$150 SHARE 
2 BLKS FRM POLY 
CALL 541-2873 
JENNY OR TRISH.
1-4 Fam, Summar Bublat m nica oondo 
wNh POOL Own rm. $186, ahareSlOa CaH ^  
6414280(Mary)_______________________
2 bdrm oondo ekwa to Poly, fliawlaoa, 
dock 6  B M 8P 3780, 9444386 a ^  9. 
Also 3 bdrm houM m 8LO 8880 par
2 Bedroom CONDO FOR BUMMER 
6464087.
2 RMTB NEEDED TO SHARE MST-BRM 
GRT HBE COOL RMT8  AND PERFECT 
COLLEGEATMB. 8414708
---------$2D0/mô ^
WHOLE APT.
TO YOURSELF
Vary aloM  la Pahr, Bumwiv only. Naw, 
oiaia A apaeleiM. Mala or famala CaN
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‘Cobra’ can give venomous reptiles a bad nani,e
By K eaacth Dintzer
Special to thaOaUy
If you don’t like action movies 
you won’t like “ Cobra.”  If you do 
like action movies you won’t like 
“ C obra.”  If you don’t like 
Sylvester Stallone you won’t like 
“ Cobra.”  If you don’t like 
mindless movies with bad acting 
you won’t like “ Cobra.”  If you 
don’t like wasting your time and 
money you won’t like “ Cobra.” 
Let’s dispense with the ameni­
ties, shall we: “ Cobra”  stinks.
Everyone knows Stallone can’t 
act. and up to this point it hasn’t 
been a major factor in his Him 
:areer. His monosyllabic grunts 
from the “ Rambo” movies and 
iingle-line dialogues in the 
“ Rocky” series (“ Adrian. I’m a 
Tighter... thats what 1 am .” )
were all that was asked and ex­
pected of Stallone. In “ Cobra”  he 
Ties to act, and to nobody’s sur- 
: prise, he can’t. '
“ Cobra”  is supposed to be 
ibout a cop trying to do his job 
^•lespite pressure from the press 
ind his superiors that his tactics 
•ire too violent. Sounds like a 
“Dirty Harry” movie, huh? ‘
But Stallone is not Clint 
Eastwood. In fact compared to 
other members of the “ grunt and 
shoot”  psKk (most noubly Mr T. 
and Arnold Schwarzenegger), 
Stallone comes out a distant
I’-’« ,
third.
What “ Cobra”  does offer is an 
amazing look at America’s legal 
systfm_thrpugh ,,Uk  eyes p t . a ifr 
uneducated  irioron w ith a 
single-digit I.Q. When Stallone 
kills a homicidal maniac both the 
police and press atuck him for 
using unnecessary force. This is 
stupid. Let me expand on that: 
this is very stupid. 4
By some amazing coinddeoce 
StaUone’i  wife, Brighu Nieiaen
(who gave that awe-inspiring 
performance as “ Red Sonja” ) has 
been cast as the damsel in 
dntress: The only thing that can 
b» said about her performance 
was that she made her husband’s 
acting look compsuativdy good.
But people who go to this 
movie don’t want to see acting — 
they warn action. To be fair, well 
over 100 people are blown up, 
shot« stabbed and/or mutilated. 
Still this movie lacks the excite­
m en t o f  ’ f ilm s  su ch  as
Schwarzeneuter’s “ Terminator”, 
or Stallone’s “ First Blood.” In­
stead what the audience is sub­
jected to is closer to a bad 
episode of the “ The A Team.”  
There is little suspense, and 
there are parts (such as when one 
fiend gets im paled on a 
meathook) that are closer to 
cut-and-slMh Films a la “ Friday 
the 13th” than to action-adven­
ture films.
To. paraphrase the movie’s 
slogan: Stallone is diseased — a
series of rabies shots and a full 
frontal lobotomy are the only 
possible cures. ^
So, on a scale of Def Leppard 
to Bruce Springsteen, “ Cobra” is 
Twisted Sister: loud, gross and 
obnoxious.
Note: Stallone, in an amazing 
display of cowardice, failed to 
appear at the Cannes Film Fes- 
tivid for fear of lerrorist-a)tack. 
This may Just jeopardize his 
chances at the Oscark next year.
Pat Jackson has taught thousands the joys o f dancing
By Mary feddy
OTVvf wvfiwr
Cal Poly dance instructor Pat 
Jackson has come a long way 
since her mother dragged her to 
her first dance lesson 39 years 
ago.
“ The first time she took me I 
was only three years old and I 
criiM^and cried. The second time 
she took me I cried and cried. 
The third time I stopped crying 
and actually enjoyed myself and 
I’ve been dancing ever since,” 
said the energetic Jackson.
Jackson began teaching at Cal 
Poly 14 years ago and was the
first full-time jazz instructor on 
campus. Her. love for teaching, 
she said, extends from being a ^  
to learn about and enjoy 
mankind through her students. 
“ I tell my sludenU to leave their 
egos outtide the door. This is our 
time to enjoy ourselves and 
pUy,”  she said.
Jackson spends about five to 
seven hours a day dancing or in­
structing. She attributes her en­
thusiasm and energy to her 
lifestyle and positive thinking. 
Jackson believes in eating pro­
perly and abstaining from 
alcohol and smoking. She said
F estival C inemas
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she has been succeuful because 
she sets her own limitations. 
“ You must go for it and never 
assume the negative. The idea of 
never saying ’can’t’ applies not 
ju s t  to  danc ing , but to  
everything, even engineering, 
journalism , et cetera.”  said 
Jackson.
Jackson also teaches d^nce 
classes at the studio she and her 
husband have owned for 17 
years, Pat Jackson’s American 
Dance and Performing Arts Stu­
dio. Her husband. Norm, runs 
the studio. “ A couple of years 
ago Norm took over running it so 
I could concentrate on my danc­
ing and choreographing.”  said 
Jackson. She enjoys teaching 
jazz the most but she has taught 
“ just about everything poMible 
except ballet.”  Jackson has 
formed three dance companies 
through her studio, many of 
which have Cal Poly students. 
“ My dance company. The Amer­
ican Dancers, is composed of 
three-quarters Poly students,”  
she said.
And the lifestyle of those Cal 
Poly students is busy enough to 
rival Jackson’s own hectic 
schedule.
“ The typical Cal Poly dancer ... 
may spend up to six hours a day 
rehearsing when they are work- 
htg xm something. They really
have to learn to budget their 
tkne,”  said Pat Jackson.
A typical day often consists of 
. morning classes, an afternoon 
job to support their dancing and 
then rehearsing from about 6 
p.m. to midnight. “ They also 
have to squeeze in studying dur­
ing this time,”  said Jackson.
Jackson formed the Civic 
Dance company in January to 
fulfill what she saw as a need in 
the community. The musical 
theater group combines dancing 
and singing with acting. “The 
Civic Dance company is a non- 
' profit organization that will br­
ing out all kindj, of talent in our 
community ano^^how everyone 
what we have here,” she said.
Through Civic Dance, Jackson 
h o p es  to  get co m m u n ity  
members to donate time and 
money to the organization. 
“ Hopefully we will be able to get 
items the community will be able 
to keep and enjoy for a long time 
such as a portable dance floor to 
use in the plaza,”  she said.
Civic Dance will be performing 
for the fust time tonight and 
Saturtlay ' ^ '  the Cal Poly 
Theatre. The show is a musical 
revue of 24 different perfor­
mances from various musicals 
such  as “ H e llo  D o lly ,’ ’ 
“ O k la h o m a .’ ’ “ A n n ie ,”  
“ Footloose,”  “ West Side Story”
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and “ Saturday Night Fever.” 
The 82-member cast includes 12 
special guests, most from Los 
Angeles. The group has been 
practicing since January and 
Jackson choreographed many of 
the dance numbers. “ This is the 
biggest accomplishment of my 
life. I will be either-, the most ex- 
hilerated.woman in the world on 
June 8 or I’ll be crying my eyes 
out,”  she said.
Other dancing accomplish- 
menu of Jackson’s include danc­
ing profeuionally in night clubs. 
“ I used to dance professional 
jazz with a partner in Phoenix. 1 
was so young they used to have 
to sneak me in and out of the 
back door.”  She was also the 
assistant choreographer for 
Barry Manilow and Melissa 
Manchester conceru and for the 
television show “ Solid Gold.”
T he o th e r  m em b ers  of 
Jackson’s family are also ac­
complished dancers. Her oldest 
dau^ te r, Pam, was a member of 
the original dance cast of “ Solid 
Gold,”  where she still performs. 
“ I also have a daughter, Cory, 
who has blessed me with two 
grandchildren and a son, Eric, 
who is a wonderful tap dancer,” 
Jackson said proudly.“" '
Many of Jackson’s students 
have continued with theirl inter­
est in dance. One former student 
is a regular dancer on “ Solid 
Gold”  and many others now 
teach dancing theinaeivca. “ Pro­
bably out of the 4S members of 
the American Dance company, 
30 win continue with d a m ^ ,” 
she said.
After 39 years of dandag and 
instucthig more than - 3,400 stu­
dents, Jackson said her love for 
has not wMud and the 
win conthwe with h. ” i ’m going 
tn'dance to nqr grave  ka aqr very
L tM
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The art department makes its move
ByG ItaVirauw i - -  -
MaflWitMr
For the fln t time at Cal Poly, the art department is together 
under one roof. Although the department is still in the process of 
moving, the new Dexter Building has provided a home for it after 
years of being spread throughout campus. ■
Communication and a sense of identity are what Charles Jennings, 
head of the art department, believes will result from the move to the 
new building.
“ When everyone’s teaching in different buildings, you don’t get a 
good idea of what’s going on because everything’s Augmented. But 
when people share a facility there’s a* lot of casual, spontaneous in* 
teraction,’’ Jennings said.
The new building will allow for better communication between 
faculty and students, and it also gives the art department a place on 
the map. Jennings added. __
There are spacious, well-lighted classrooms and working areas in 
the Dexter Building and both teachers and studems are excited
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about them.
“ We have real classrooms now instead of the makeshift facilities 
we’ve been using,”  art professor Crissa Hewitt said. “ For the first 
time we’ll have actual rooms for three-dimensional artwork.”
The photography option has a 4,500-square foot area which con­
tains 24 black and white darkroom stations, 12 color stations, a large 
finishing area and a studio area. Photography was previously spread 
out in three separate areas on campus, said Kurt Brown, equipment 
technician. ’
“ The bigger room with a high ceiling and good lighting will make it 
easier to get good shots and do good work,”  said Steve Habu, art 
student.
Graphic design classes were being held at Pacheco Elementary 
School for the past two years because of inadequate facilities on 
campus.
“ The rooms at Pacheco were tCrrible but now there are big rooms 
with built-in airbrushes in Dexter,”  said art student Jeff Nemcroff.
Graphic design will also have a periodical and design reference 
room, a mat cutting room and a slideiibrary room.
Along with the new classrooms and working areas, new equipment 
has t been purchased for the art department, all of which will be 
available b an n in g  fall quarter.
The ctm for equipment for the entire department was about 
S350,000, according to Doug G ^ard, executive dean.
In the three-dimensional art area an industrial-type kiln and an 
otcillatihg wood sander are the major new pieces of equipment.
In graphic design, a S20.000 color stat camera with capabilities to 
. take color work and reduce it or blow it up has been purchased. This, 
along with a SIO.OOO black and white su t camera, brill be available to 
students after they take a training session and pay a lab fee, said
See A n ,  Spotttgbt page (
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Just Looking Gallery caters to diverse group
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San Luis Obispo is certainly 
■ot known as r  great art center, 
but one local gallery carries the 
largest selection of Patrick Nagel 
artwork in the wx)rld, said iu 
proprietor.
Ralph Gorton, owner of the 
Just Looking Gdlery located in 
Mission Mall on Higuera Street, 
said at one time he had the 
largest personal collection of 
Nagels anywhere but now he has 
the largest selectipn for sale.
Nagel is perhaps known
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for for his splashy and colorful 
prints of dark-haired women fre­
quently done in black, deep 
maroons, teal and sometimes 
emerald green. Nagel designed a 
work of art featured on the cover 
of rock band Duran Duran’s 
album "Rio.”
Gorton acquired the collection 
through a go<^ friend who was to 
be Nagel’s printer. When Patrick 
Nagel died two years ago, Gorton 
was able to buy a share in the 
business, including 35 originals.
Nagel was one of the most 
famous American artists ever, 
both nationally and interna­
tionally. Gorton said Nagel was 
famous and wealthy well before 
his death, which is unusual for 
artists. With his death two years 
agty the value of Nagel’s work 
has increased considerably.
Although the Just Looking 
Gallery features other art deco 
and art nouveau pieces, Nagel’s 
works are the main attraction. 
Gorton said most of his clients 
come to him from Los Angeles 
and San Francisco. He admitted 
he has been tempted to move 
where the market is greater, but 
said, “ I’m spoiled by San Luis. I 
love it here.”
Gorton says by suying in San 
Luis Obispo, be can save his 
clients money. Because of his 
connections with Nagel’s printer, 
Gorton claims to allow an easy 
S200 to $300 uvings per print. 
“ People don’t mind driving three 
or four hours for that amount of 
uvings. Just last week a couple 
drove in from Fresno, bought 
four pieces, spent $3,000 and 
went on their way.”
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Surprisingly, a large portion of 
Gorton’s clients are students. 
“ Students Tit perfectly into my 
business. Students are young 
and contemporary, and so is the 
art I sell. It’s modern and stu- 
denu are modern,”  u id  Gorton. 
But even the majority of stu­
dents Gorton does business with 
travel to San Luis from the 
larger cities.
The Nagel pieces Gorton 
features range in price from $200 
to $6,000. When asked how stu­
dents could nuke up such a large 
part o t his* client list at those 
prices, he said, “ I believe when 
you want something bad enough, 
you find a way to get it.”
Gorton opened the Just Look­
ing Gallery a year and a half ago. 
“ Two yean ago there were no art 
galleries in the community. I feel 
like I Tilled that void. Now it’s 
kind of ludicrous because one 
year we had nothing and the next 
we had five or six new galleries in 
town.”
The new galleries, including 
the Poster Market on the comer 
of Higuera and Nipomo streets, 
are more graphics-oriented, 
however. Gorton said there isn’t 
really much of a market for Tine 
art in San Luis Obispo. “ If the 
market is growing, it’s growing 
very slowly. There are a lot of 
weahhy people in the area who 
can a ffo ^  fine aQ, but they are 
more inclined to purchase water- 
colon local artisu or sea­
scapes.”
Gorton said the only word to 
describe the influence of art in 
this community is “ devdopiag.”
IN THE CREAMERY •  570 HIGUERA SLO
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The kiag of the wild froallcr,
Davy Crockett, comes to the 
Great American Melodrama and 
Vaudeville this weekend in the 
concluding perfo rm an ce  o f 
"Davy Crockett.'* Following the 
show is a vaudeville tribute to 
the Roaring '20s. For more in- 
f ormation call 489-2499.
Band performs tonight at the 
S p irit. On S atu rday  local 
favorites the Tim Jackson Band 
takes the stage.
The Vocal Artt EascmMc will 
present a concert of spirituals at 
8;1S p.m. Saturday at the San 
Luis Obispo Mission. Tickets are 
S6 and are available at the door.
The BM« fro «  M.A.R.S. will 
perform at 9:30 p.m. through 
Sunday at Shenandoah. Monday 
through Wednesday Rush Hour 
performs.
Beats W orking perfo rm s 
tonight at 9 at the Darkroom. On 
Saturday the Guy Budd Band 
' takes the stage.
The Paul Butterfield Bluet
Showing this week throughout 
San Luis Obispo;
Best of H ums —' Robin Williams 
and Kurt Russell star as former 
high school rivals. Bay Theatre.
Clan of the Cave Bear — Darryl 
H annah is a cavew om an. 
Madonna Plaza Theatre.
Cobra — Sylvester Stallone is 
back, but is he better than ever? 
This time he plays a cop assigned 
to protect a model marked for 
murder (played by his wife, 
B rig itte  N elson). Festival 
Cinemas.
The Color Purple — Whoopi 
Goldberg start as a young black 
woman in a rural town. Festival 
Cinemas.
Down and Out la Beverly Hills
— Bette Midler and Richard 
Dreyfuu are a married couple 
whose ritzy lifestyle it inter­
rupted by bum Nick Nolte. 
Madonna Haza Theatre.
Fire With Fire — A girl from a 
proper Catholic school strikes up 
a romance with a boy from a 
nearby detention camp. Madonna 
Plaza Theatre. , ,
The Gods Must Be C ni^ — It’s 
about Australian aborigines who 
worship a Coke bottle.. But is it 
New or C lassic? M ission 
Cinemas, t ^
Hannah and Her S ls le n  — Mia 
Farrow, Barbara Hershey and 
many other big names stpr in 
Woody Allen’s film of a show 
b u s in e s s  fa m ily . F e s tiv a l 
Cinemas.
Invaders From Mara — An alien
spaceship lands in the hills 
behind a boy's home but nobody 
will believe him . ,'F e s tiv a l 
Cinemas..
Jake Spefed — A hero from a 
series of novels emerges in the 
flesh to aid a damsel in distress. 
Fremont Theatre.
Jewel of the NHe — Michael 
Douglas and Kathleen Turner 
return for more romance and 
adventure. Festival Cinemas.
La Cage Ana FoBct Renato 
and Albin are back, this time 
they will inherit a fortune if they 
get married and have a baby 
witMn 18 months. Madonna
Plaza Theatre ahd starting 
Tuesday at Rainbow Theatre. 
••Legend — A cast of fairies join 
Tom Cruise in this fantasy film. 
Bay Theatre.
Lucas — There’s no love like 
young love. Festival Cinemas. 
Murphy’s Romance — It’s a tale 
of a couple (Sally Field and 
James Garner) who fall in love in 
a small town. (Note; not to be 
confused with “ Murphy’s Law.’’) 
Festival Cingpias.
The Official Slory^— This winner 
of the 198S Academy Award for 
best foreign film is about a 
woman who adopts a girl gnd 
then learns that she is the victim 
of a brutal, 'right-wing military 
regime. Through Monday at 
Rainbow Theatre.
Police Academy 3 — The men in 
blue are at it again'. Fremont 
Theatre.
Pretty In Pink — Molly 
Ringwald is at that ^w k w ard  
age. F^tival Cinemas.. .
Poltergeist II: The Other Side —
The original cast returns to bat­
tle the underworld. Festival 
Cinemas.
Raw D eal — A rn o ld  
Schwarzenegger infiltrates the 
mob and tries to destroy them, in 
this lighthearted family fare. 
Festival Cinemas.
Short Circuit — Steve Gut- 
tenberg stars as Number S, g_ 
military robot who suddenly 
begins experiencing spontaneous 
emotions. Ally Sheedy also stars. 
Mission Cinemas.
Spacecjim p — T ee n -a g e  
astronauts in training are unex­
pectedly hurled into space. Lea 
Thompson and Kate Capshaw 
star. Festival Cinelnas.
Sweet Liberty — Alan Alda stars 
as a writer, whose novel is being 
turned into a Hollywood film. 
Mission Cinemas.
Top Gun — Tom Cruise stars as 
a Navy fighter pilot who flies by 
natural instinct rather than rigid 
rules. Kelly McGillis also stars. 
Festival Cinemas.
Turtle 'Diary — Glenda Jackson 
and Ben Kingsley star in thi» 
charming comedy^rama about a 
children’s book/ author and a 
bookstore assistant who hope to 
set free enormous turtles im­
prisoned in an aquarium. (Real­
ly!) Festival Cinemas.
“ From  B roadw ay to  
Hollywood,’’ a musical featuring 
more than 90 San Luis Obispo 
dancers, actors and singers will 
be presented at 8 tonight and at 
2 and 8 p.m. Saturday. Produced 
by Pat «^ac^son, the ,«concert will 
mark th e ' debut of her idlest 
dance company, San Lillis 'Civic 
Dance. Student tickets are S6 
and may be reserved by calling 
the Cal Poly Theatre Ticket Of- 
ficeat 546-1421.
Funnymen David Tyree, Fred 
Wolf and Scott Shaw will per­
form at Bob Zany’s Comedy 
OuUet at Wm. Randolph’s this 
weekend. Shows at 8 and 10 p.m. 
and ID is required.
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Sometimes people forget that it isn't Just the editors end 
reporters who put out a daily newspaper. More than 100 Cal Po­
ly students work six days a week to bring Mustang Daily to you. 
On this last day of publication we’re printing more than just our 
staff box listing the editorial board — we’d like'you to know 
how many people work to bring Mustaog Dally to you.
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Tiger’s, Folly II roams 
the coast of Morro Bay
By M c|>a H o ip a l
»mtwrtif
Advertised as the "Queen of the Bay,”  the 
Titer’s Folly 11 remains one of Morro Bay's main 
attractions for tourists.
The Folly 11 has been roaming Morro -Bay’s 
waters since 1982. The original Tiger’s Folly was 
launched in 1967 and sailed the bay for the next 
16 yean before it was retired.
The first cruise boat was built by Ralph “ TigeEi’ 
Ruse. The local community said it was a "folly” 
that he try to build a cruise boat in fishing waten. 
Ruse ignored their talk, but named the boat ac­
cordingly,.
The new paddlewheeler was built in the tradi­
tion of the steam boats which sailed the 
Mississippi River in the days of Huckleberry Finn. 
It is a 64-foot boat, which makes it the largest 
vessel of its kind on the Central Coast, according 
to Debbie Nagle, group tour director.
Painted blue and white, the cruiser has a capac­
ity of 164 people. The Folly has an upper and 
lower deck, as well as a dining room decorated 
with crushed velvet chairs, shag carpet and a 
wooden bar. The regular ride lasts about an hour, 
and it begins at the Harbor Hut restaurant where 
the boat ik docked.
The trip goes slowly up to the breakwater by 
Morro Rock, where it toms to sail back by the 
restturants and continues as far as the Inn at 
Morro Bay. "The boat goes so slow that it hardly 
makes a wake,”  said Nagle. “ Our capUin says 
that if you get sick in a bathtub, you’ll get sick on
the Folly.”
The Folly 11 is owned by Oeorge Leage, who 
also owns the Harbor Hut restaurant. His brother, 
'  Ted Leage, is the captain o f  the cruiser and has 
been sailing it since 1982.
Ted Leage direcu passengers to pointt of inter­
est along the way. "He does it in a casual man­
ner,” said Nagle. "H e is sort of a comedian about 
it so the information doesn’t turn out like a histo­
ry lesson,”  she said. Some of the sights along the 
way are Morro Rock, which Nagle said.is the se­
cond largest monolith in the world, and the en­
dangered sea otter which is frequently seen play­
ing in the bay waters. Another point of interest is 
• Kris Kristofferson’s grandmother’s house.
The boat is used for regular weekend cruises, 
but also can be rented out for special occasions. 
"We conduct weddings on board,” said Nagle. The 
captain can conduct ceremonies, and he will do 
almost any service that is requested. People have 
even rented the cruiser to scatter ashes in the bay. 
"That isn’t very frequent, but it has happened 
three times since last November.”  said Nagle.
The Folly does have two brunch cruises on 
Sunday morning. The tour lasts an hour and a 
half, which is a bit longer than the regular cruise. 
Groups can rent the boat for S200 an hour, said 
Nagle. The flat-bottomed boat has been ftnted to 
groups such as Muir and Sequoia donris.
The boat isn’t used for anything but the cruises, 
said Nagle, but she did add that* the captain snuck 
it put for a little salmon fishing Tuesday, but he 
returned empty-handed. ^
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From page 3
Barbara Roberts, graphic design 
technician.
Other new graphic design 
equipment includes an enlarging 
and reducing Xerox machine. 100 
Italian drafting tables with 
chairs, two light tables and a 
typesetting machine.
“ When comparing new equip­
ment to the old, the new is 100
percent better. In the old 
classrooms you’d sit down on a 
bench and it would fall over — it 
was very embarrassing ... And it 
will be nice to have drafting 
tables that are level.”  said art 
student Cathy Hillman.
The new equipment will also 
enable students to put together 
projecu and portfolios on cam-
POLY STUDENT SPECIAL
RENT YOUR MINI STORAGE 
FOR THE SUMMER
Sx 7 $27.00 . 5 x 1 0  $30.00
SHARE WITH A FRIEND AND
SAVE SAVE S J ^
COME IN EAR LliyN ^ N E.
T A N K  F A R M  M I N n S Q R A  
645 Tank Farm  
S L O  541-1433 ^
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DOMINO’S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
Pick up t h e  
phono—that's  all It 
takes to get a piping hot, 
delicious Domino’s Pizza 
delivered to yur door In 
30 minutes or less. No 
problem!
Our drivera carry less 
that 820.00.
Limited delivery area.
”1966 Dominos Pizza,
FAST, FREE DELIVERY! 
CALL NOW!
 ^3 locations for your convenience:
San Lula OMapo: 544-3636
775A Foothill Blvd.
Loa Oaoa: 5260800 
2064A9th
Arroyo Qranda: 481-3171
t40S.EImSt.
I
SO Minute 
G uarantee -
if your pizza does not 
arrive within 3 0  
minutes, present this 
(¡fUipon to the driver 
for $2 .0 0  OFn
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pus, whereas thay used to have 
to have them done professional­
ly, which was expensive. Hillman 
ssud.
Despite the new building and 
equipment, the artwork'produced 
still depends on the teachers and 
the students.
“ The facilities are only as good 
as the faculty because they are 
the ones that bring the quality of 
the students’ education all 
together,”  Jennings said.
Nemeroff agrees. "1 don’t 
think the new equipment will 
make a big difference in the work 
that’s produced because it’s the 
way we are taught that mat­
ters,”  he said.
The transition of the art 
department, fron^ the old facili­
ties to the Dexter building has 
had a few problems.
“There is a certain amount of 
chaos involved in moving. There 
have been problems with locks on 
the doors and with the tele­
phones. It takes time to adjust 
to changes, especially when there 
are a lot of people involved,” 
Jennings said.
There is frustration because it 
will take a while to settle in and 
there are a lot of little things to 
be done without letting the move 
interfere with classes, Hewitt 
said.
“ The negatives are short-term 
because they are caused from the 
process of moving, and the 
frustrations are coupled with ex­
citement,”  Hewitt said.
(Slrand Terrace 
Apartments
Now Ranting For 1966-1967 
Year Beginning July 1.1 
Bedroom F u r n l a h e d  
Townhouse Apartments. .Gar­
bage pickup, hot water, cable. 
- ^pald; free parking, BBQ, 
lauhdry facilities, pool 
available; 4 blocks to Cal Poiy. 
MSO/mo. $175 Meurlty. 
614Qr«ndAve. " 
544^174 6W6
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Bono Vox of the Irish rook t>«nd U2 perfortns at the Amnesty Interne- 
tional concert Wedneedey In Sen Frencisco. Other ertlete Included 
Sting,Bryen Adame, Peter Qebriel, Jeckeon Browne end Joen Beez.
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People in the news itr/s
:e will celebrate Eggleston seld of his NEW YORK (AP) — A(
Kris Kristofferson 
has pizza party 
for corteous hosts
LINCOLN’. Neb. (AP) — Actor 
Kris Kristofferson and his family 
'sere so impressed with the 
courteous service at a Lincoln 
grocery that they are paying for 
a pizza party for the store’s 
employees.
Kristofferson, his wife, Lisa, 
and their three children were in 
town for about two months while 
Kristofferson was filming the 
ABC-TV miniseries “ Amerika.” 
Before leaving Lincoln, Kristof­
ferson made a SlOO gift to 
Dallman’s IGA employees.
In a note to the workers, 
Kristofferson wrote, in part:
"We want to thank you all for 
making us feel so at bone. 
Everyone was so kind and 
courteous and the aervioe was 
way beyond the call of duty. You 
>11 seem * unaocuatouMd to the 
practice of tippfaig to  we decided 
to simply pay for aome refresh- 
menu in the employee kNuiie.”
Prince ill celebrate 
his birthday in Detroit
DETROIT (AP) — An 11.923- 
seat birthday party for rock star' 
Prince was sold out in 43 
minutes, so prom oters have 
scheduled a second weekend con­
cert, officals say.
Fans lined up for an all-night 
vigil outside ticket windows 
Tuesday after Prince announced 
he would celebrate his 28th 
thday with a Detroit concert.
The concert scheduled for 
Saturday at Joe Louis Arena 
sold out in 43 minutes Wednes­
day, and 'another performanoe 
was scheduled for Friday at the 
Masonic Temple.
“ It was the fastest single con­
cert sale at the arena,“  said 
Robert Cavaheri, vice president 
of Olympia Arenas.
“ He Egured as long as he was 
in town, why not give them 
another show,”  said concert 
promoter Quentin Perry.
Singer Charlie Daniels 
has telephone friend
IGNACIO, Colo. (AP) — 
Country singer Charlie Daniels 
has struck up a telephone friend­
ship with a 16-year-old muscular 
dystrophy victim.
“ He calls me ‘son’ and say^ 
he’s praying for me and l o v ^
me,’’ Erk ggleston said of his 
celebrity friend.
Frayda Ornsten,. a hospice 
.volunteer who is helping care for 
Erk, arranged for the calls last 
April when she learned Erk was 
a counuy musk fan.
She heard that Daniels had 
visited the Tamarron Resort near 
Durango. Orruten then got the 
number of one of the singer’s ac­
quaintances, called the friend 
and told him of Eric’s illness and 
love of country musk. _
Within 24 hours. Daniels made 
his first call to Eric in his 
hospital room.
Since then, Eric has been 
released from (he hospital and 
the calls have continued at the 
rate of once or twice a week.
“ I’m sure that h ’s the calls 
that’s rallied him,”  Ornsten said. 
“ H ejyanu  to make sure he lasu
‘ SUMMER tT O R A Q E *
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Ralph Macchio, who has had 
leading roles in three movies, 
says he’d uke a smaller part for 
a chance to work with surs A1 
Pacino and Dustin Hoffman.
But he told Parade magazine in 
an interview to ' be. published 
Sunday that he doesn’t want to ,  
play any more teen-agers with 
ntentors after the two “ Karate 
Kid”  films and “ Crossroads.”
“ I’m tired of the character by 
now,”  he said of “ Daniel“  of the 
karate movies.
Macchio said “ Eugene,’’ the 
young classical guitar student in 
“ Crossroads." is “ clotcst to me. 
He’s more independent. He’s a 
worrier, a perfactionist. an ar­
tist.”
Macchio said he would suy in ■ 
his room to study his lines while 
his co-stars in “The OuUiders’’ 
'were out having fun.
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Square dancing is anything but, fo r Poly group
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make up part o f an iuexpem ive evening of fun for • 
agroup of u|uare dancers called tlie Poly Twirleft.
“We get students from aH over the campal; no 
onenujor is predominate. And we don’t necessar­
ily get all ag majors either. A lot come from other 
majors like engineering, business and architec­
ture,’’ said Art Duarte. Poly Twirlers adviser.-
"I’d say join if you like music, mild physical ac­
tivity, like to meet people and enjoy intellectual 
stimulation as well,*’ said Duarte.
“One o f the preconceived images of modem ‘ 
square dancing it that it’s just for the geriatric * 
crowd, but it’s not; anyone from 8 years old and 
up can enjoy it.’’ said Greg Colbert, past president 
of Poly Twirlers. a -
‘Mt’s a lot of fun and you can meet a lot of good 
people at the same time, plus it has a rich history 
behind it — its roou go back to early America,’’ 
said Colbert. ,
“ It’s a good,'clean spon and fairly inexpensive. 
Here lU Cal Poly, it costs $1 .SO per week to dance. 
There arcn*!l many movies you can go to for that,*’ 
said Colbert.
** A lot of people don’t get started becauK they 
think it’s expensive to dance, but all you really 
need aré a pair of leather-soled shoes,’’ Duane 
said.
There’s no rigid dreu code for Poly Twirlen, 
but most committed square dancers costume * 
themselves in the traditional western fashion.
The women may wear wide frilly skins with  ^
pciticoau underneath, sooiewhat reminiscent of 
Southern belles.'The men are more subdued. Typ­
ically they are expected to at least wear a long-- 
sleeved shin as pan of their western garb.
*‘I*ve been told that the skins actually give 
woown better balance for the twirls, swings and 
spins ... As for the men, the long sleeves are just 
to protect the woomn from havtag to grab hold of 
a sweaty arm. It*s just counesy and etiquette.** 
saidCoIbcn.
. Woown can either buy their drsaeos at a 
clothing store spedaUring in square dnndng wear, 
or take the ooet-consdous route and make their 
own.
The dressm may cost anywhere from $20 to St5, 
and the petticont is a hefty extra at $45 to $•!>, 
not to mention the com of pumps or other 
leathar-soled shoes. But that country look still 
isn’t complete wkhout the accompaniment o f . 
musk. ,
"We dance to every kind of musk there it, ^
‘ mostly to popular country, but we can 4thce to"* ' 
just about anything with a beat.** tahi Dunrta. ^
"O neof my favorites is *Sbm11. SmaM World*
from Walt Disney, or sometimes we dance to in­
strumental piano musk made for square dancen,** . 
said Duarte.
Dimrte became involved with Poly Twirlers 
from the very beginning of the group in 1963, and 
said that he hasn’t teen much change in more than 
ZOyears.
*’lt’t still the tame: lively, affectionate ...and  
, there seems to be more camaraderie with this dub 
than in other campus groups,*’ said Duarte.
Currently they number about 16 active 
members, but in the past the number of partki- 
panu hat been as high as SO. Duarte said 
membership may be down here at Col Poly, but 
square dancing seems to actually be growing na- 1  
tionally.
"Square dancing seems to traditionally move in 
cycles of popularity. Right now it may seem low 
here at Cal Poly, but I think it will build back up 
again soon,” said Colbert.
“ It’s popular anywhere you go. You can fmd a 
dance seven nights a week if you want to in a 
community of any size at all no matter where you 
are,” said Duarte. •
In addition to praetking on campus, the dub 
participates in state and national conventions.
"Traveiiag is a goodihing to do, because every '
 ^caller has his own style, and every person dances a 
little differently, to you can always pkk up some­
thing new as you go along,” said Colbert.
Getting the basics o f square dandng is not as 
difficult at it may teem.
"It takes about 13 to 20 weeks for a college 
student to graduate at the ‘mainstream’ level... 
that’s less time than it needed by most. Students 
are smarter and younger nnd seem to be able to 
pkk up the calls faster,” said CoHiert.
Toget to the mainstream levd, dancers need to 
learn about 120 calls. Commands such at "aOe- 
mand left,” “do si do” and *’tashay” are just some 
of the phrases that need to be memorized.
“Stpipre dandng hat become universal only 
within the past IS years. Now there’s a smndar- 
dinod Net o f square dandng calls throughout the 
country and the world... You can go anywhere In 
Europe, or even to Japan, and they’ll an be dress­
ed the same and a l the calls wffl be the same, and 
in English,” said Cottwrt.
Poly Twklert is just one dub in thecommunity 
that bstongs to the Central Coast Square Dandng 
Association. Thaw are also a number o f similar 
squaw dandng groups throughout the Central 
*-*Const. ,  * ,
NO experience or a partner it needed to join Po^' 
Twirlers. Anybody can a k e part if they feel the 
urge to put on thak dandng shoes and expwknce 
a littk M  o f Americana. <
